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ABSTRACT 4
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A six-year project providing training for-irOspective
eleienttry school science teachets is 'described. Pha$e one, a.period.
Of three years, involved a longitudinal study of,a'pilotgrou0 bf
etudentsas they.encountered science content and science teaching
methodology, coupled with early and continued field:teaching
experiences. In the final thiee years, the project par4icipants were
involved in their senior -level student teaching.experiencesland their
post-college .teaching assignments. The major objective Of the.project
was to institute a pilot program in thivUndergraduate preparation in
science for elementary teachers leading to the' developeent of a
sii-semester integrated science-methodology-course,coupled with early
and continued elementary-'school teaching experience. Inquiry training
beginning.with basic and simple scientific concepts was the . k

fundamental ethod of instruction. Included in this report. are course.
outl;neb for each semester and evaluation of the 'Object. "rests and
checklists used in the 'project are appended. ,(JD)
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provide excellent examples of appropriate inquiry activities for prospec

tive elementary teachers.

With the experiences of the first year as a guide the second and

third semester courses Wercidesigned.to help'students generate a better

understanding of their physical, environMent. These courses, while entitled

physics and chemistry, address themselveg' not only to the Ltent of science,

but principally to the. integration of scientific thought as direc.ted toward

the pursuit of understanding. All knowledge was presented in a1- 4nquiry

manner. Inquiry was orchestrated about the questions, "How (lo I know

Why do I believe and, What is.the evidence?"

The content of the physics courses was selected to guide the students

toward an understanding of such things as the difference between a chemical

and a physical change, conservation of mass and properties of-matter.

These activities'-formed the basis for the building of a particulate model

of the atom. In addition, a year long sequence of observations enabled

students to understand why we believe in the spbericity'of the earth and

to develop a model of our solar system and the universe. The ESS unit-

Batteries and Bulbs formed the basis of a unit designed to develop oper-

ational definitions of such things as circuits, resistance and related

electrical phenomenon. Finally, inqylry activities were designed considering

the concept motion from Aristotle 'to Newton. Materials from Professor

Arnold Ardis' (University of Washington) adaptation of the Introductory ,

Physical Science and the Project Physics Course were utilized in these

courses.

The fourtKand fifth semester science courses consisted of an inte-

i

gration of all disciplines. Special emphasis was given to biological and

geological problems as they related to ecological and environmental con-

cerns. A major emphasis was placed on ioutdoor activities inclyding extensive
:

15,
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This brochure 'is a oapsulation.ofW six year projeCt (1972.-78)

entitled "An Iniegrated,Approach to the'Science Preparation of PrOSPeC-'

tiVeElementarY SchoOl.Teachera." This project was.funded )3* the

ational Science oundation under the Undergraduate Pre-Service Teacher

Education Pro (UPSTEP) . The firs.t three. years of the project

(Phase I) was.concerned -with a longitudinal'stUdy of.a pilot group 0
,. .

prospective elementary teachers as they encountered science content

and science teaching methodology coupled with early and continued field'

teaching experiences.

The last'threeyears of the project (Phase II - 1975L78) was..con-
.

cerned with the continued implementation and dissemination of the goals

of the.project. In this interim, the,pro)ect Partici Pants were involved

in their.sehior-level student teaching experiences and thrir poSt-.

college teaching assignments.. During this interval', a concerted effort
0

was directed'to the translation of the goals of e ProJect by the

participants into'inquiry-learning situations for and with. children.

a,
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qul 1955\the Nat nal SCience FOUpdationlwas advised . . the most urgente'.

ItteedjlObe-Are oredUChtion in the sciences is help-for the teachers of

11,6idai.47,71.1e teachers Ware eager;:ji_lew "summer institutes" had been
'euatesaful,4 d the fundi were limited. 7 96 in-service education was
' haaiied.''

'' atalytic effecte,Were expeeted: One of the primary goals'
\".P.14sted for,t e Academic Year institutes in 1957 was "to encourage effort
rioil'the patt'of American universities and colleges to develop and tffer as

-Part of their regUlatPro0016nore,_effeCtive-Plaris for 'training in- service
''-' and VOtantial scienceteachera.n. ... .:

J

.

i b entd ...,,,-44:; apprely. :.ten years later, many new teachers still had never
,

.

' .

equipment ,used .ii teaching Science - A: Process Approach or PSSC...-,i.. ,tileen:the'

'' it began to, ppear that::"Inaservici" training was becoming another part,
',of the trait. ng needed by all teachers of schoOl-level science.

, ..

. - Perceptive- ot ervers a0ed whether better -initial preparatiOn pre(' ' i )sery ce
mi*ht:inthe long run%be, much less expensive. The obser4ers also began

4 to 11:st,the 'additions and deletitns needed.td imprave"sCience teacher,preparations

Additions:

1" 1. , A special kincLof recruiting that wOuldstart prospective'secohdary,.
teachers as freshmen.'

. . .

,

Elementary teaching students and science-students select their majors.
As freshmen...'ivouldnItt6arly recruiting be of'equal benefit tO,"secondary'

science"'majOrs?'

2. '1ring critic teachers (supervising teachers) into the 'tea 4; education
. .

program as-full'collaborators,!for.tbeir contributions and influence are
ufwally greater than. That of any' college faculty member.

'3. Take,steps to assure that teachers are able to handle "new" science
courses necessary in their' disciiline or at. their teaching levb1.

4. Change. 'olfege'leVel science courses andcurricula foi pre-service
teaolutra o bring the courses up tp date And to increase their effectiveness.

5. Arrabge programs so that prospective teachers will have early.

responsibility e*perienee in. classroom teaching.

4
DeletiOnS:,

1. Avo id the sharp cu to f -0 f-,;- cOnt att be tv.Te.,n newW-gradULI ted teacher

-and college faculty, The'facultyeapetially can benefit by keeping in
"touch-with-The-real world!

,p

,
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Avoid,the separation of .teacher, training from science. The teacher is
'o e Person. The 'training shouldbebased on one general philosophy;

. t
.

. ,
: , .

, .

e National Science.Foundation listed'thcse'topics 1.4 its'annoUncement .

of the Pre-.Service TeacherEducation Program'in 1969, The Program,
promptly dubbed "UPSTEP ", hassince received over 200 proposals and
has supported 2813n:de-eta. .

Proposals lean av -toward doing the faculty's regular thing:
changing Courses' n d urricuIa.

. . ,, .
. ,

With. the decline in school atiendanCii_deMand/for teacherh dropped,and
so did all reference to recruiting prospective teachers.

,
Critic teachers -.were part of,MEiny projects - 'but after the projects ended,'

.1
only .a few,teachervretainedrheir positiods',7ith the college-or university
teacher training program. ,:

-/ /

../.. )

The projects that succeeded have shown thej,Value of some'efthe ideas;

Early responsible teaching experience hasibeen/Valuablewherever it was .

tried. Even for those. who dropped out ofthe program *- averaging 5% to
10% -.- the "selection out" of teacher training saves.one to three years of
college. work.' 'More importantly, early teaching reinforces the decision
for mogt.pce=service teachers: AnotherbOnefit is that there is increased
contact betweenschool!and university faculties and proapectiveteachers
enhance that communication.by carrying requests from the school and by
borrowing equipment andMaterials and/by bringing up -to -date information'
from the rollege.

,Changing coOrses and curricula,- the faculty pastime .. may turn out"to be
highly Valuable ff new kinds of teaching are being tried, rather than the
usual changes in subject matter. The most effective approach developed
With UPSTEP support might be called basic science process. 'Iris an
"inquiry" program-that deEils with science knowledge by asking,'"Why do

,114e believe':',.' ., how do we knew . . ;and what is the evidence?"
Mathematical reasoning'ii mastered through.its-use where appropriate in
-I. .

answering the question. The course is designed so that students are
challenged at their' own academic:and Piagetian Intellectual.levels.

-

One of the,least expected revelations of the work of desIg ng this course
'is this finding: When attempting new science instructional units ,(from 4
SCIS, for example) the reSponsebefoollege juniors whO=are prospective
elementary teachers does- not differ fromthe response of '10 -year old
students. Thus,-it is clear that one does not learn science process by
being told 'about'fit or by reading about it. The beginner in science
inquiry.atarrs at theA)egin4ng, regardless of hisoi:.her age.

-The,mosi tangible clonge revaing from UPSTEP grants in several institu-.
tions is- a science teaching resource center. There are several_varieties,
but all contain equipment from several different courses and curricula,
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that pre-service and in- service teac rs may borrow. Faculty members 'use
the materiali for demonstratio s, or the center may be used 4or classes,
And of:course, gtaduate.stud nts.milke use of the resources that are assembled
in onePlaCe.' The Center is bearWhenji becomes:a, meeting place Of pre..
serVice and in-service teathers and all the-other educationar professionals.:
Frequently, we find.it serves the furthe urpose of providing the common
.ground needed to bring science mathema i and education faculties together.

.
A

The prinbipal acheivement of UPSTEP has been to demonstrate the value of,
a few prograns that have succeeded in.the 'preparation of teachers more
competent taan the new graduates of a decade ago.:

The principal challenge UPSTEP now faces is 'to foster' widespread adoption
of the innovative apProaches that worked so well for their authors. We
have therefore shifted gears and will be te6t1ng some adoption mechanisms
along with a continuing search for new and better itays of teaching science
teachers.

Donald C. MtGu4e, Project Manager
ExperiMental.Projects and:Developing

Programs Group
National Science Foundation.
Wathington,..p. C.
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ACaa m id year 1975.76- is. Purdue'afourth'yearA UPSTEP.

_teachers.' jreliminary results of extensiv. evaluation stu ies
The stud() i s who started.in the F41 1972,are

proviciffau stantial evidence of UPSTEP'S. influence on their
performanc in the classroom. it seems clear, that at Purdue,w e /

are demonst sting the efficacy of two fundameyttal precepts:
prospactlik\elementarrteachers can and do learn to "do" Science
and by. so doingare able toleadchildren through the:sstne,kidif of
inquiryoriented'Apcounters.

The necessary ingredtents a e easy ,enough to list; they are,
harder to realize. .<

I. College science faculties must be willing to forsake some
topic coverage An favor of scienceAnquity as a worthy
goal. .

Knowing the style of cognitive-developmeht of the.lsarner
' is an essential diagnostic &Awn in arranging for his or
her science experiences.

Science educators responsible for the forMal pedagogical
components,of4uch a program must work closely with
colleagues who teach the science` courses.

l'-'4i. Exie ive and carefully structured field experience.
in wHt. h the students can practiCe teaching is an
extremely valuable compOnent.

All o f. these ingredients require, commitment: A commitment o
nfresources, and of energy. Their application neeessitat s a

much greater than typical commitment to an undergraduate instructional '-

program than many universities expect to make. There areno eas
eecheap means of p&Vidigt.a high:qualo ity program in teacher
education.

PSTEP is demonstrating how to make ,11uanuM improVement in the.
quality of certified teachers. It remains for the educational
community and the citizenry to theist on its widespread implementation.

N

,

R. B. Kane . ;

Chairman, Department of Education and
Director, TeacherEducati
Purdue University . I
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Teacher training has always been a 'cOmpiex Undertaking.. No Other
%

profession is as well knoWn'to So man and yet'untlerstood by so few., '

M. e union of content acquisition plPs ..the translation ()Ohio into
!

.appropriate, teaching lessons augmented 'by field_reachinCpxperience
.1.. has been ,a persi$tent probleM:in'teacherprgparition.

.

Through-tWcooperatien of the National Science Foun tion

graduate preparation of elementary teachers in sciencewa# ndertaken
atTUrdue UniVersity.

(UPSTEP), a- trichotomous approach'' to the improvement. '.of Ch under-
graduate

Thin approach integrated sgienee ban
continued methodology to early and continua4. tiegld experienc . Through
this model teacher education program, prospective -elementar teachers
were taught. science through inquiry. POnbinued methodology' as..
constantly tied to 'previously acquired science content and zlEetd
into viable teaching lessons. Teaching experience, over a
period; was gained through,practice'and direet.involveme with '' (

elementary children, . '

.

74, ...

I/
.Evidene:gathered during the first three years of the UPSTEP'

.1,projeCtst ongly suggest that this appTach:provides a unified,
tbs humanistic approach to thopreparatIon of piospectiveele entaiy

teachers... The UPSTEP4model for teacher preparation has broad
r implication for: the 'improvement of teacher educaiion,at.Purdue
University and other institutions involved in deacher education who
wish to examine this model.

10

Robert L. Riegel
Dean,-School of Humanities,
,So-Aal Science and Education

a



PUari0EpW1VERSITY UNDERGRADUATEPRk.SERVICR
TVACHER EDUCATIOL,PROGRAM (UPS EP)

What Instigated the Purdue qgTEP Project?

At Purdue UniversitY,. aspart undergraduate curriculuM)

prospective elementary teacher] are reqUired to take fifteen_boursYo

science. This involves three mandateescience courses (Biology 205,

Biology 206, and Physics 210) and to elected science courses. The

.most popular, elected science courses by ProspectiVe y.ementary teachers

l& .
. .

.

are meterolOgy,Astron myi physical geologyband historica4-geology.
7"

7;.-...., .

Rare* do prospective lebentary:teacheA choose to engage in another
, .

physics course,or add a Courts film the chemistr,& area. This traditi nal
41 )

approach to fulfilling the sciente requirement is then capped by an

elementary science-letheds course given in the 'senior 31sar prior to

student. teaching.

This approach Theyhas some serious shortcomings. They are as follows:,
, .

This approach to thefscience preporation of prospective
elementary teachers waiLfragmented. In many cases it.was
irreleVant to either the di's'cipline or the teaching,of science
in thtelementary school.' For mgny students this resulted in
nothing more that memorization of the minutia of science, The

five coursiain scienceAidHnot "hang together," for. no story
lir)e bonded theiedfOeiplined. ,The *tudepts exited with a
drii.di ted view of what. cience.ia.- Freshmen elementary educe-

ktiot. fors can be..characterized:as having 4:otrong negative
a4itud toward sciencewhen they arrive 9Arthe uniVersiey.'
The raude of disaffection runs from boredepi.and diblike to
apprehension,and fear.' UnfOrtunetely;:exPosure to college
level Science parses did nothingto improye mthis Attitude,4
In fact, the negative attitude was of.ten)reinfortilid...

.

:,
. .

. .

Prospective elpMentarY teachers are introdu ed too late
to eleMentary method courses (usually, in their junior. and
senior,nior year).

.

....

And, tospective 'elementary teachers in most cases, have
little, 'if any, direct contact with' children. Many prosppct.ive
elementary teachers approach studenthing with learand
trepidation.

, ..,
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Prospective elementary teachets expoded to:the spirit-and intent.
0

iOf .the natiopal elementary. science,curriculum projects, such as Science. -

-7
A Frommcesa Approach(S.APA),YAELal&aE4thilm IMprovementja244i.(SCISb,

!
and Elamentaiy.p49msndy. q6s) have changed froth Oceptl-bs science

.instruction for elementary schoolchildreri into. be4ievekalof science
e <

tne.truciion.for, illementary school children: The naturalness of insttuc(

0
Ntion in. tot: processes of science (S-APA), the structure .and order of the

pr4'o lips content.-(SCIS), and the creativeness opthetlementary,',

Science J122-. madeu ll its 'science p alat aple fo r p' r' ospe cL ive elementary
..,

teachers. Science thus presented in the science ineVlods course. was

reported by students as interesting, relevant, and thoroughlY'enjoyabla. ,

The intrinsic powdr\of inquiry was stronglyeVfdenced.. isnd, indeed,',there
.,'

,.-! '
N -:.

ewas a joy,in the realizatiomof one s ability to purOe an 1442gation,
...Jo

.

. "
gather-datlt,' control variables, and conclude something, based on one's

confidence in ders'observations:/Students'WOndered whYthey were not

able to garner this same set Of .e xperiences froM:the required college

' level science courses.

Through the cooperation -of the National Science Foundation a' pilot
...e

Undergraduate Pie Service Teacher.EdUcation prograrawaSinitiated.: The

Pilot/prOgraM is toCulminate in a model pogram fot,the qeparation of

t is plannedelementary teachers at Purdue University.: :Subsequently,

that this:program could'be offered: as a model for possihl adoption by

other teacher training institutions.

Objectives of the Project:,

The Purdue University UPSTEP project has as its.mapr ototive:.

To institute a pilot program in-the undergraduate preparation in
-.4

science for elemenarVteadiers leading to the development of a six.
.1%

semestek,-integrated science. me thodologT course coupled:7(41th earl:Y.:ark

12
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continue4 elementary school teaching experience.

Additional,,Objectives are:

.
To identify' a'conceptual framework for the integration of basic'

.science around the theme "Man and,His Environment."

To select content acCording to the'follawing criteria:

facilitatioh-of intellectuai development by the stuctOq

the ifitelleCtual poWer orsignificance:of the concept;,

the probability of the material being ineluded in an '-

0,elementary science program;

d. .the social significance-and, relevanCe'of the material to

the students taking the course..,

To provide experiences for ptosp ctive elementary teacnera'consistel

with the nature of scientific.inquir , resulting in an understanding of

the processes of science as demonstrated,by performances inerelation to

carefu,ff trUctured behavioral objectives.

To.increase the number of undergraduates in eleme tary education Wh4

,

elect to acquire au endorsement in elementary scienc education.

To determine if teacher attitude toward the tea ping of science is

affected by an integrated approach to science instruction at'the under..

graduate level.

Program Description

The Purdue University UPSTEP project wag, initiated in the fall, 197

involving 63 freshman students. These students were randomly selected'

.
from a larger group of students, all ofiwhom expressed some interest.in

an elementary ed cation major.

To rectify some of the shortcomings of the fragmented approach to

the undergraduate science preparation of prospective elementary teachers,

it was decided that the elem tary science methods course would be offer(

13



first and the subsequent five science courses would be presented through

an integrated' science approach. The major theme, or story line'that

-pervaded throughout these five courses was "Man and His Environment" as

related to 'Survival in the face of, Change." The first-course in the

five- course sciencesequence-presented,units designed to lead the students

throughexploration,'inventionand discovery' toward an understanding

of the. concept'of4 population and the formulAtion of:E6model of population
.

topic was folloWed by a' unit.desigted to guide the Studentsgrowths This

through inquiry to-the.invention-of the Mend/91Jan mdde of the gene. This

study led subsequently to their recognitionof'sources of genetic varatiOn

(mutation, recombination)nd of the.concept of genes in populatiou.

.FinalJcj, a'pOpulation was followed through several generations and

evidentes'for equilibria or shifts in gene frequent

Involvement with students in' their first `course demonstrated
4

a were observed.

conclusively4that inquiry into Vile simplest concepts of science roved.

to be a rigorous task. Although the students were enthusiastic about

the co4se and recognized the importance of being taught science through

inquiry, most students experienced great difficulty in generating original

ideas from their own experiences. Particularly revealing were-the early

results of Piagetian task analysis which revealed that approximately fifty

percent of the students in both the experimental and the control group

were at, the concrie stage of intellectual development and another twenty

five percent were in the midst of transition to formal thought. It is not

the discipline that determines what sh uld be taught, but rather where

the students are intellectually. Rec gnizing this, it was realized that

many of the important concepts of sci nce are too abstract for meaningful

inquiry. In fact, materials from thL. elementary, cience projects often

14
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provide excellent examples of appropriate inquiry activities for prospec

tive elementary teachers.

With the experiences of the first year as a guide the second and

third semester courses Wereidesigned.to help:students generate a better

understanding of their physical, environMent. These courses, while entitled

physics and chemistry, address themselveg' not only to the Lntent of science,

but principally to the.integratiOn of scientific thought as directed toward

the pursuit of understanding. All knowledge was presented in a1- 4nquiry

manner. Inquiry was orchestrated about the questions, "How (lo I know

Why do I believe and, What is.the evidence?"

The content of the physics courses was selected to guide the students

toward an understanding of such things as the difference between a chemical

and a physical change, conservation of mass and properties of-matter.

These activities'-formed the basis for the building of a particulate model

of the atom. In addition, a year long sequence of observations enabled

students to understand why we believe in the spbericity'of the earth and

to develop a model of our solar system and the universe. The ESS unit-

Batteries and Bulbs formed the basis of a unit designed to develop oper-

ational definitions of such things as circuits, resistance and related

electrical phenomenon. Finally, inqylry activities were designed considering

the concept f motion from Aristotle to Newton. Materials from Professor

Arnold Ardis' (University of Washington) adaptation of the Introductory

Physical Science and the Project Physics Course were utilized in these

courses.

The fourtKand fifth semester science courses consisted of an inte-

i

gration of all disciplines. Special emphasis was given to biological and

geological. problems as they related to ecological and environmental con-

cerns. A major emphasis was placed on ioutdoor activities inclyding extensive
:

15,



'field work designed to develop a.secure understanding of the ecosystem

model. Finallthebasic facts of sex anddrug education were_presented

utilizing individualized audio-tutorial instruction (S. Postlethwdit,-,

Purdue UniVersity). Sex and drug education were the only topics Presented

I,
in an expository manner. Inquiry teaching pervaded-all Other instruction.'

Prior to the five science courses, students received a genetal

introduction to the methods of teaching elementary science to children.

This.Curricular rearrangement served several' purposes:'1) it prciVided.a

background mt the freshman level for the early engagement of prospective

elementary teachers with children in teaching-learning situations, and

2) it provided an opportunity for prospective elementary teachers to rein-

force their commitment to elementary education or, based on this contact,

the opportunity to select an alternate career earli, in their scholastic

program. This approach is deemed'a vital component of the project.

The methods courseprovided a broad foundation'to ttaching with

heavy'emphasis on the philosophies of the major national curriculum

programs such as S -APA, SCIS, and ESS. Prospective elementary science

teachers were introduced to performance objectives, sequencing 'micro-
;

teaching, etc. The students were also exposed to a practical skills

'technique experience. In concert with the notion of students "out of

their seat and on their feet" doing "hands-on" science, prospective

elementary teachers learned to solder, work with glass, use an electric

drill and saw, etc. These skills were utilized by the students in the

construction of, physical constructs such as.elpctric boards', terrariums,

balances, etc.

Concurrent with the subsequent on oing science content, Continued

methodology was tied to on-going teaching experiences With children.

16
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This approach cbnstantly reinforced the notion that "hoW.to teach" is

every bit'as important as "what to teach.," Thus, the general methods

course and five scienCe XOUrSea' welded content fo methodology.. to experience.

Tdaching experiences in the first ydar were limited to several,

:critiques Of "mod 1'1 teaching situations. aging 3fd grade-childrerifrom

a nearby public .91. -In the first semester o£ the second year, the'.

prospective Scienc teacheraere assigned Co teach in dye primary grades
, .

(first and second. gOdes),/ his was expanded during,,theaecond semester

to include the intermediate grades (fourth through s xth grade), They

tau ht six, one-half hour to one hour lessons each semester. Eait

lesson waa4receded by a one hour,planning session with one of the

staff members. Each lesson was videotaped.- The wedfcfollewin, the'

teaching stint.was reserved for:a one hour critique ofthe teaching'

lesson. Lessons were selected from S-APA, SCIS, and ESS materials.

,1,

At the end rthe second yeardie population of, the learning groups

was progressively increased from one or two 'to ten students. Thus,,

by the nd of the second yeareach,participaht had experienced teaching

r .

at all rade levels (one through six) and had begun working with large

groups of children* Having had this varied grade level experience, the

. -

ticipants were directed to select a grade level of their chdice to

fulfill the third year teaching experfence. Traditionally, eighty to

ninety percent of,the prospective elementary teachers elect tq,teach

. third grade Id lower. Over fifty percent of the UPSTEP'participants

elected to.tehch fourth grade and above. It is believed that this shift

was due to the varied experiences (first through sixth grade) acquired

over the two year period. As always, every attempt was made to develop

within the prospective-elementary science teachers a spirit of self

17



analysis and general acceptance of constructive criticism.

'Accepting that teachers will teach as they have been taught, a,

constant model of inquiry teaching was puc.,before the prospective elcm!.

entary science teache'rs. Streak:: was on the development of science Out,_

k

of direct experiences. in lieu of-exposition of the of science and

,memorization of the same. StUdr4S,W,ere engaged in the procepses of

science and were led to discovering the usefulness of models and general!.

,

izatiOns. The
"I.

emph sia was n'the ,ideas of science rather than the voca..,' ---o

ibulitry'ofscienCe. he students were, challenged through
- 0' :' ,

i=

\ 00,01.0.

dislu 4 sions and questioning to a revision of faulty thinking rather than

being told theft- answers were-incorrect.
,r

Training for Inquiry Teaching

Recent national curriculum projects ilk elementary school science have

resulted in the av4iability'of excellent materials for teaching elementary

'sc ncoa..,k4f properly taught and\,implemented, any of these projects (S -APA,

, ESS) would result it excellent instruction in science. [While individuall)

_different, a common.dAOminator among these elementary science prbOcts
Y

,J

4 is the idea of learning through
..:

inquiry. Whatpia needed are prospective
.

science teachers who can teach science to'ehildren through inquiry.

At the collegelevel, "tradYtional" science courses Tresented through
.

inquiry are sorely 4acking. It is LT3rative that prospective science

, teachers have experienCes from whidh they can model their teaching of

science., The integrated five semestbr science sequence at Purdue Univer-

.7r

sity was structured ,using the, inquiry approach. This mdthod of instruction-on-
-!,_/

has apparent conseci4ences. If science is to bdipresentedLthrough explora-

tion, invention, and discovery, rather than through lecture and memorization,

LI

.O
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time must .be viewed in a new-perspective. Only by 9llowing thestudents
t ,

v
a ,

.time` to make mistakes, to experience the frustratio of insufficient knowledge,
.

and-t6 sharpen their ideas through.pe4
.

- Anteractio
...

and class disclissiotl.
,

.1

can students experience the personal satisfacti ,hat arises from
s

achieving understanding' throu'gh.their'. own inteilec ualefi'Orts. If

, (
there isajoy to SOiencing, this As it.

The approach,of inil-ating on.the por
,

it of understanding fyy tudents ---.Ditks...,

makes the uncovering of in ormationmore. than the covering of
, .

importml

. -s

information: This epprea rest acts the content' of arcourse, Cour d
,,..---

content reduction Js not arrived. at out of a disre gard for the,valu Of
.., ,,,, . \

1

information, but rather. ization of iity.j.e'it stems from a'aill real J.Undamental.

time is for allawiiig the inquiry process to proeed until undestanding is
,..

.
i

achieved. A good model,,ofjhquiry teaching cannotsacrifice tie time required
.

. erage.,of cOTPrehensive -63
4

for understanding to the demands

Humanizing the Undergraduate seienee Prepara4en
of Prospective Ele Utary Teachers

.

Prospective elementary science teachers enter uniyerstties with little
$

or no experience in making observations, basic laboratory skfllsv know-.

'ledge of how' to apply elementary mathematics to experimental result

They also lack the ability-to independently and creatively correlate an

listract tdea with a cencrete 'situation. Exposure' to 15 hours .12,f "
4 -

4 ditional'

science at the dollege level does little wobviate thes ,deficiencies

Student teaching 'experiences usually supported this inadequacy of prepa ation,

in that the students' behavior supported the old adage ,th t "teachers will:

teach as they. have' been taught." Inevitably, they resorte to a presentati

of the facts of science with little or no attention to ho they have bee\

generated. Through the provision of a model of inquiry teaching t endure

for a three year period, plus the continued emphaai4 on c ntent acqui
N
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4.

,-. via inqtaryapptoach, and through on -the -job teaching experience, con-

.

coMmitant witivconstant eNtarklation against an inquiry in 1", improved.,

inciniry, teaching in the eletientary school has resulted.

.

While basiallY Concerned:Witb,thescilnceprePhiaeion Of,'-pr9spectIve

eleMen4ry7sciercce
.

teachers, attention has 'been given :to,iother areas titha: ',-;
. ..

impinge on "gbod" teachipg. Students with recognizable pr b/ema iN.geech,

.
.

compoii tionand handwriang", were tested and'remedial w rk was admintstered,

.It is recognized' that stddents cannot improve, in thepe areas' through a

crash piogram administered shortly before stpdant teachingcommences.

time,is.necessary,td'rembve theSe deficiencies`. _Thus, temediation
,

initiated in the freshman year and where applicable, continued.

Most aigniktant to, theprOject'is the fact thit the staff.temained

with.the students for the three,year period. The staffs' roles varied

from classrOom instructotsmonitiors, administrators, evaluatots f teaching

.

experiences, to couns 14pis. Nevertheless, the continued tie to the ,rograilt

;1-

was provided, : This-clo e.association Makes remediatidh het than mere

. identification of indi
.,

an con-130ing, free wheeling process.'

. . ii
_,Some early favorathe obsarvationp associated with the program are

-clearly in evidence. Students have(become increasingly confident regarding
: .

their ability to solve problems in science. They auit d -problems with

excitement and vigor. Inquiry .has becd e--an active part of their vocabu

al weaknesses, a lOhlity. Counseling becomes
.

their'actiohs, and their student teachi g performances.

Negative attitudes toward science ave been reversed as noted by

continued ositive statements about sci nce from the majority Of the students.

This change is due in part to their successful intellectual develOpment Araiigh

cognitive experiences. In part, it is a reflection of the presentatiOn of

20
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-1,

O

. v A
'integrated sciencei the relationship of `the science content.tO science.

7 -

Aetho0410gyand to classroom teaching experience with children and
. ,.

Continuation-15i.the same staff' over a three yea? periodk_i' , , ',
.

.The'spirit of inquiry proMoted throughout the'prograMwas translated,
.,

i ,

into effective inquiry teaching at the elementary ool level. This
,

-. * '.

'', program is,not a cure-all for all that nails instruction in the elementary

.schools-butit is a significant improvement What a unique: ple'as'ure it is

for, instructors to be 'able to .say withconviction to their students, "Teach

yQu have been, tanght;".. do as we ,say' and do - -Inquire!'
.
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FRESHMAN'

SO PHt43RE

JUNIOR

SENIOR

, -17-.
I

TRADITIONAL. APPROACH TO FULFILLING THE SCIENCE RE6UIREMENTS

FOR ELEMEOTARY EDUCATION MAJORS, PURDUE UNIVERSITY

BIOL, 205

(REQUIRED)

1

BIOL. 206

(REIUTRED)

PHYSrGS 210

(REQUIREf)

tdt

'EDUC. 323

SC, METHODS

EIRIC. 430

STUDENTTCHG,
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TWO ADDITIONAL
SCIENCE COURSES
FROM CHEM .GEOS.,*;
CONSERVATION,::
PHYSICS
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EXPERI VAL APPROACH

UPSTEP PRCO CT PURDUE UNIVERSITY

METHODOLOGY CONTENT IlEttiCHING EXPERIENCES

00'

Speech,
CompoSitionr
Handwriting

QUestioning

Inquiry

EDUCATION 32AF
Sequencing

Obejctives

Resources

BIOLOGY/206N

END

MI0v0 TEACHING
EXPERIENCES

_4 crcativity

INQUIRY

]Field Trif)s.

Evaluation

-eachirig
Learning
Centers

ex Education

INQH

Drug,Education

OntdOor
Education

r

PHYSICS 210A

#

3rd Grade
Teaching

Video Taping'

THE FIRST YEAR
4

1st & 2fid

GRADE LEVEL 7-1Video Taping

4, 5, or 6th
GRADE LEVEL

THE SECOND YEAR

,GRADE LEVEL.
OF

THEIR CHOICE

END OF THE THIRD YEAR

,INJCATilet4.30
STUDONT

TEACHING



Evalua-fion

.Phase II 197577. The experimental 'program willcontinuetnIbe

-19-

..'

Phase I' 1972-75. The experimental group consisted of 63 freshmen

"-randomly selected from a group Of.aPprOximately 300 students enr Iled
. . .

:. . .

in Biology 205,,"Biology for Elementary 'school Teachers". Th

remainder of the BiologY'205-:StUden4 served as tie control groUp.
1

_... J, .

,

44p:following examinations were administered to)Nth groups.
. ,

a.- Wisconsin Inventory. of Science
41,

ProcesseS
Ttetest (1972) and Posttest (1975)

b) Bratt, Test of Attitude Towards Teaching and Teaching'Sriencgir
Pretest (1972) and Posttest (1975)

.

c) Sequential Tests of Educational Progress .(STEP) - Science
Pretest,/ Form 1A, 1972 andOsttest, FormlBi; 1915

d). PiagetiawStyle Tasks ' . .
.

Fifty,fow. Sts from the experimental and control group
Were tested. ,Pretest, spring, 1973; Posttes

t

', spring. 1974
\\..

evaluated by'obtaining data from three general sources; .1) Statent

teachers (seniors) who have participated in the-,UPSTEP program (testing.'

in progress' 1975.77), 2) In-service teachers (UPSTEP graduates - to

be tested 1976-77), and 3) Element school students of the in-service.

teachers (UPSTEP graduates.- to be completed.1976.4,7).

Pretest: Experimental and Control Groups;7fall,'1975 At

. .

a) COnceptUal Systems,, estA (0. 3. Harvey), 'fall, 1975

):
'h):Teather-ConcernS Checkli'St (F. T. Fuller) fall, 1975

) Experimental Group only, 'on- going cialuation, 1915r.77

a),'AUdio Tape Analysis'
( Interaction.Analysis Science Teaching (G. Hall)

b) Visual Analysis .

. .

Inquiry Quotient Inventory (A. Lawson & A. De Vito)
e) Inquiry Tape Analysis

'-,

Elementary School Students

Scien'te Teaching Checklist M. Golman). To 1:).

administered 1976..77

.

Posttest: Experimental Group '

a) ConceptUal Systems, Test B Harvey), spring, 1977
AO Teacher Concerns. Checklist (F. F.:Fuller), spring, 1977
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Sequential Teets of'Educetional Progres and !

The Wisdonain Inventory of Science 'Processes Evaluation
' 1

,..,.

`,'Of partichlar intereat'was the eWct.,of Project UPSTEI' on science
achievement and on knowledge oE4scienCipic'ethOdoIogy. 'Science achievement'
fo the experimental and control groups waa:meaanred by the science version, w,
o 'the Sequential, Test of Educational:Protease's (ETS41957). : This test,
known as the STEP test, consists.of 30 'items dealing with science skills
and 'abilities. Knowledge of scientific methodology.was measUred by the'
Wisconsin InVentory ofScience Process '(The Regents of the University of
Wisconsin, 1967). This instrument, the WISP test, consists of93:items
which are concerned with the assumptions, activities', objectives, and'pro.6'
cduets of science.

.

ti
../

.

For each. of.these measures, grpep means were enalyzedby means of a'
ttest (two samples-, standard .deviati+ equal but unknown) in an effort
to answer the,following questiOns:

1. Were the experimental and control greups equal-With respect
to the dependent variables at the_outget of the prOject/

2.
Did group means increase significantly over the,co4rae ot
students' undergraduate careers within each group? "

3. was:thoro a signiticant qifference'between the, experimental and
control group means at the end of e' project?

,

/

In reporting, the results of this analysis, means and apecific.t-yalues
will be reported whenev'er the'lditterlence between grougMeans:le:Signicant.
Associated with each t.statistic.will be al value which indicates the
probability that a difference of that magnitude .could haVe occurred by
chance. (e.g., p .01 indicates that such a difference could have occurred
by chance only one time inA hundred).

. Analysis of the STEP est data indicates that experimental and con rol
group were equal with'res ect to science aptitude at the. outset of yrie.. project.,.
Prior to studpnt teaching, the- -tontrol grOupdeamstrated a beady significant
increase in:achievement in science (102 28.00, 1975 X = 30;18, t (224)
1.52 P However,.the.experimentauouVshoviedfar greater achievement
in science aptit de (1912:5.= '8.25, 1975 X = 32.50. t (91) = p <z.005)..
Comparison of t 1975 STEP testimeans for the two groups shows the experimental
mean Lobe sign ficantly greater than that of the control group (experimental
a" 32.50,.contr 1 X = 30.18, t (85) = p .05). These results clearly
sup0o.rt the hypothesis that the` quantity of science content taught'via the
traditional sci,enoe approach for elementary education majors ia*t as im-
portant the quality of science covered in an integrated science approach.
taught through.inquiry,with understanding paramount to expansive science
coverago.,

AnalYsia.of the 1972 WISP test data inlicres that the control group was
slightly,mofrknowiodgeable about scientific methodology than.the exurimental
group at the.: outset of the piogram (control X 56.73, experimental X =. 54.98,

(226) T 1,03, p However,Otouga Ole course of the traditional
elementary .atl.enee leaching curriculum, the control group failed to
fiearitlY increase their knowledge of scientific proCesses (1972'X = 56:73,



1975.TC= 58.00Yet the experimental group in:tressed r score& on the
191613 test-dramatically-(.1972 = 54.98, 19-75:R = 64.71, t (91) ='4.96;
4.005),,JUrthermore,. th1975 WISOst mean of Abe expeamental,grouR.was.
also aignifiCantly greater hanifie control group mean (experimental X=
,64.77, control = 58 0:(85) 3.68, ...00,411)..1

To furtherPatablfsh.thel effects 'of the program; more
.-

4ti,ale$CS'of vAriance (ANOVA) were conducted ot.'the-WISP data...A.2x i:

Experimental vs. Control). and Time.Oretest vs;Experimental
:tiOetillatqektANOVA was run for:the WISP scores with Method (UPSTEP -; ,;

p6sttest measurement)
aa
f' =.1/308,13 <4005) favoring posttest; measurement;,

laajerfactors,,,, A significant effectfor,timc-was)found (F = 13.45;
Noweyer; a ..

.4'

ci

significant Mkthdd X Time interactiOJV = 11.26.400 = 1/308, p....< .005).
Nas also,found. kNewman-Keuls Seq Uential Range Test indicated that the
two groups were equal with re,speet to .t4#1x perfOrmance, but that the post,
measurement scores for.theoxperilOPX41'grOup were significantly-greiter'

- ,...-..
(p < .01) thAn the contreljseeigure 1) . _ 1

_Experimental

ContrOl

.0. 'IX

Figure 1
WISP Test:
Graph of Means

These results, clearly support the hypothesis that the integrated
inquiry science approach,. in meeting the elementary education majors'
requirements, in gtien66:chips.promote grt;qter Un4erstanding of tfie,aosurap
tions, actiVities, objectives;:ond products of science then the t4itiOnaI
scie.neeppteach.cutrently,ifiplemented at Purdue University.



Btatt Test,Of Attitude Towards Teaching and Teaching Science

A major component of, the UPSTEP project was the humanistic. approach
utIlized throughout Phase 1 (1972-75)'and the anticipated, continued apPlica=
tiowthroughout Phase. II(197577). This approach consisted of the utilize=
tion of a permanent cadre of'staff members who, in a variety of changing
roles, progressed with the participants thugh the program. The staff
constantly addressed themselves to the conpinuad marriage' of content acquisi;,_
tion, totontinued science methodology, to early and continued field expel oncewith children. This continued staff involvement more closely.matched staff
responsibility to the end product--thd training of outstanding elementaryteachers in science. This continued, involved teaching with its continued
close, association with students and" considerations given to individual strengths
and weaknesses was studied to .determine the impact on sciencerelated attitud
The instrument used for this part of the analysiscwas the Brett Attitude Test,
.( Brett, l973).. This t'st;'also known as the BAT test, consists of 60
'intellectual and humanistic science and science teaching attitude statements.Response to the items is on a five-point semantic differential scale (stronglyagree to strongly disagree).

Intellectual attitude statements were based nn
knowledge pertaining to the teaching of science. Humanistic attitude state-.'
ments measured emotional feelings towards the interaction between the teacherand. student. Analysis procedures were the same as those used'on'the STEP andWISP tests.

Analysis of pretest measure indicatetthat there were no signific t
attitudinal differences between experimental and controNroups at the. tsetof the study. However, posttest attitude scores for the experimental group
were found to be significantly greater than those of the control group
(experimental X = 21.30, control X=17.19," 1 = 2.68, df = 100,, p< .005).
In feat, the traditional' curriculqr prOduced nochange in the attitudes of
control subjectg (1972 31 .= 18.06, 1976,7Z =47.19. In comparison, the ..experimental group demonstilteda significant Okrease in BAT scores (1972 X =18.56, 1976 X = 21.30, t = 2:22, df = 91, pt.< :025. These resultsindicate (1)a crystallization of attitudes regarding knowledge of science and science
teaching and (2) a marked trend

towardsakte-humanistic attitudes towards ,

students for subjects in the exper*entai group,.

In a fashion similar,to the analysii of the WISP data, ANDVA's were
conducted on BAT scores using:.-the game factorial design as described in the
previa:4s section. Separate analyges were conducted on total scores as well
as on intellectual and scientific subscales.

Analysis of BAT total scores showed no significant effects for either
.kethodeor Time. However, analysis of the scientific attitude subscales showed
significant main effectg for Method (F =.39:80, df # 1/330, p < .001) in favor
of the experimental group and for Time (F..= 240.21, df =1/330 , p
favor of posttest measurement). A significant 'Method 4 Time interaction'wasalso found (F = 5.70, df = 1/330, p C .05). I,,:_yman-Keuls analysis of cell
means:showed'that the improvement-of attitude:. Lowards science was far greater
for the experimental group than for the control group (see Figure 2).
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iiVA of.HUmanitarian subsialeeeores
,affects for Method (F 22.99, df 1/330,
dental group and for Time (F 42.37, df
poattest measurement. Figure 3 presents a
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also Showed significant main
p < .001) in favor of the experts.
1/330, p < .001) in favor of.A,
graph of cell means.
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Figure 24'
Science Attitude:,,
Graph of Cell Hem

Figure 3
Humanitarian
Attitudes:
Graph of Cell Meant

It is concluded that the continued association of...a consistent staff_
.personnel whocconcerned themselves with the students as individuals.. as well as
the quality of the academics of science teaching can measurably improve students'
intellectual and humanistic attitudes towards science and science teaching.
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Piagetian.styled taski

.Pretesting was conducted in April of 1973. Students were aditnistered

attery of Piagetian.istyle tasks in individual interviews. of approximate'',

30 reinutes each. Posttesting wee-Conducted in a similar fashion:in April of

1974. The.interviews were conducted by two trained eximinersrwho had no

knowledge of which students were members IS the experimentaLor control group'

Students were assigned to'the examiners at random times during the coUrseof

the interviews. Each subject was interviewed by'the same examiner during,
.!,

the pretest and poattget.

The two groups consisted of students who during their freshmen year were

selected from a group of approximately 300 students initially enrolled in

Biology 205, Biology for Elementary School leachers. Pretests were admin.

istered at the end of the second semester of the subject's freihmen year.

At that time the. experimental group of 20 students (19 females, 1 male)

ranged in age from 18.5 years to 19.7 years, mean age'of 19.0 years and the

control group of 17 students. (17 females, 0 males) ranged .in.age from 18.5

years to 19.5 years, mean age of 19.1 years.

Experimentil and COntrol Group Comparison

Table 1 shows the results of the classification of experimental- and

Control group subjects into substages of intellectual development for pre-

tests and posttests. In the experimental group, 7 of the 20 subjects gained

two substages from pre- i",N posttesting (post-concrete operational to middle

formal operational) and 10 participants each gained'One substage., One

experimental subject snowed no change from pre.. to posttesting, while tWo

showed a regression of one substage (early formal operational to., post-.

concrete operational). Four of the 6vtrol group subjects showed a pre-

2!



to posttest gain of two substages< while oneihOwed a gain of one substage.

Of the remaining 12 students tested, 9 showed nochange and,three showed a
ti

loss of one substage.

A comparison of the meat pretest and postteit levels glows that the

control group's pretest mean level (4.65.) was higher than that of the experi-

mental group (4.20). Applying the Mans- Whitney U Teat, this difference was

found not significant at the .05 level (U =.135.5, p .27).'. The pokttedt

mean levels of 5.30 for the experimental group and 5.06 tr the control

group were alio not significantly different at the .05 level (U - 142.0,.

p = .19). The mean gain /in level by the experimental group (1.10), howevet,

was significantly,higher than that of the control group (.35) at the .01

ldvel CU =.99.5, p =

6.

TABLE 1

Substage

Experimental
(N = 20)

Control
(N = 17)

Preteilt Posttest Pretest Posttgst

Early
)

concrete operational 0 0 0 0

,Middle concrete operational 1 0 0 0 .

Late concrete operational .4 0 0. 1-

Post- concrete operational - 7 4' 10 5

Early formal operational 7 7 4 5'

Middle formal operational 0 8 C 2 5

Late formal operational : i- 1

(11
1 '1

Since the control group mean pretest score was higher than that of the

experimental group, the possibility existed that the smaller gains. made

by the cbntrol group could have been due to a ceiling effect. To check this
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.

possibility an azmilysis of covariance removing effects of the pretest was,

carried out., The obtained P!.ratio of 3.33 (d.f,' 1,35) failed to reach

significanCe at the .05 level.

The sample used in the study was,a sTall one and all of the subjects weri

preservice elementary teachers. It is sitherefore not possible to generalize

from these, results.- However, the fact that gains in level of iiitellecfual

functioning mademade by the experimental group involvep in the UPSTEP project

4
were significantly greater than e control group's gains suggests that

'curricular .materials whicirconfront students with concrete materials and

'problems can promote the ,development of formal thinking abilities.

31
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FreshmanYear (1972 r973)

topics Covered in Education 323.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

UPSTEP PROJECT,

-

n

The Teaching, of Science'lh.the Element
School, lei Semester, firatear

TOPICS:

What is science?e e
l

The job of teaching science in t e elementaiy school.
.

Drastic changes expected
Should educatioq reflect the spirit of science .

Overview of science in the elementary school
'

Overview'of science teaching inthe eleAntary school as purported by
. the three major, national curriculum, elementary school ProgkamiN.

.

Science,- A,Process Approach(S-APA)
Science Curriculum Improimmeni qtudv, (pm)
Elementary Science ,,Study (ESS)

`Instruction in the basic skills ofscienee (S -APA)
Observation

.

Using the five sensed'
Static observations vs. dynathic observations
Intirect observations vs direct observations.

k
Mystery boxes

Inferring vs observing
Classification !

Similarities and' Ditferences (Attribute Games)
Position Ad Motion

NuMber line
Grid coordinptes
3- dimension`at space

Polar coordinates \
Longitude-and latitude

Measurement
Metric System
Precision and a uracy
Pressure:and are

Length, width and height
Volume
.Surface area
Weight
Mass
Density
Pressure

Equal arm balance
Niermal variations

Inferring/Predicting
Graphing

Space/Time relations
Formulating hypothesis
Controlling variables
Interpreting datd
Operational definitions
Formulating models

4

(,
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,.Problem solving and inquity.appropch to learning'.
ingUir model
Exploration
nventian'
AOCOvery .

Problem lying situations via an inquiry approach'
Surface, tension, cohesion,, and adhesion
Why does a bUrning candle go out?
The glass rod experiment
The baggie garden experiment
Mealworta

TangraMsH
'InferenCe boards'
The Cartesian diver

Micro Teachide involvement,
Qupstioning and Listening
Writing performanCe' objectiVes
Evalualion in the elementary school
Construction of science materials.

Terrariums '
`Electric boards
Weather apparatus, etc.

Science Marathon day!'
Identification of basic tools for "sciencing"

il
king a colleetion.tank,
ldering

Bending and cutting glass
Counting calories
Parallel and series electrical'hookups
Magnetism
Drilling and. sawing wood'
Lighting a propane, tank,,etc.

Safety in science teaching (.

How to survive a field trip
Field trip day Mini-course festival (Lebanon,

Topics Covered in Biology 206N 2nd Semester,

TOPICS:

Populations
constants and graphing
using the compound-microscope
scientific notat ns

hemacytometer
dilUtion ,

yeast experiment
Ibbservations of paramecia
competItiorvin paralipcia
daphnia - hydra ..

density

-
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Sephmore Year.(19734974)

ice Covers'.' sics 210A

, 9

-29-

1st Semeiter, second year

e course begins with selected portions of College Introductory
-PhYs cal Science, Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1969 and continues with selected
por ions of the Project Physics Course, Wilt. Rinehart end Winston, 1970.

PICS:

Astronomy Part I

ni)sithple observations of the sun, on, and stars
' Measuring

linear measurements (.

linear measurements using metric units
making comparisons using ,a balance
orderin planeigures by area
estimat n and comparisons' using the metric system
measuri volumes'

Astronomy Part II
motion, of the earth in' relation to the sun, moon, and star's.

Density

Astronomy Part III
a model of the celestial system

A model for the com9oSition of matter
.

..

thermal expansion of solids, liquids, and.gases
SOlutions 2

solubility .

Alecomposition and synthesis of water electrolysis
Electricity

Battery and Bulbs

Topics Covered in'Bhysics 211A

TOPICS:

2nd Semester, second year

Compounds,and mixture
Building and remodeling

Lawsof definite and multiple proportions°
Motion

Position, change in position, instant of time, and interval of tithe
Stroboscopic photography of_moving_objects

Velocity
Average velocity
Instantaneous velocity
Acceleration

Actions, inactions, and reactions
.

Concepts, models, .and theoriesare indoced fromobserv:ations that the
students themselves Can encompass, rather than from obscure a
priori dicta.
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Junior year (1974.1975)

Topics Covered in Billlogy 205N

Piaget testing techniques promoted in preparation for 'testing of
elementary school children

Piagetim.testing kits distributed and testing assignments made.

1

1st Semes third year,

ECOSYSTEM

Group aquarium-terrarium systems assembled (8)

Topics povered related to the aquaium.terrarium'ecosystem:
Introduction at the appropriate time into-the'systeh Plants,

brine shrimp, isopods, frogs, polYwogs guppies, chameleon
and mealworms

Decomposition
Plantgrowth-
Light and `'temperature
interrelationship betWeen plants and animals
Food chains
Bromo-ThymolLBlUe .experiment

Interrelationship of snails, plants carbon dioxide, and oxygen
SCientific American Reprint readings related to ecosystems ,

Nitrogen Cycle b

Carbon Cycle
Oxygen Cycle
Water Cycle 4

Energy Cycle of the Biosphere
Energy Cycle of'the Earth
Biosphere .'

Carbon dioxide and oxygen. cycle
Nitrogen cycle

Ecosystem a way of looking at the environment (as a model).

Function of respiration and photosynthesia, intirelation to energy
Producer, primary consumers, secondary consumers
Pyramid of,energy
Habitat and niche .

The concept of steps up from individual organisms to biome
The effect of man on his environment
Pesticides and herbicides and how they eifect the environment

Fresh water pond succession

Human reproduction (audio - tutorial sex education unit)

Tree'identification "Fifty Trees in Indiana"

Plus accompanying appropriate teaching methodology to translate these topics
into viable elementary school lessons



T ica Covered'in Biolo: 395N

TOPICS::

2nd Semester, third year

Rock And mineral unit
Identification of basic rock forming minerals- (9)
Roqic and mineral puzzle '4k

Mineral puzzle . ,

Construction of a basic rocks- forming mineral:Calculator.

Weathering of rock s'

Metamorphic vs igneous. vs sedimentary. rock''`
Science - A Process Approach (SAPA). exercise in classifying minerals..

:,P7Iiinentatioit'experiment ,

.,t

. Making a rock (cementation process)

.

pementary Science Study (ESS) lesson planning.in preparation for a three

week teaching stint.with Childken'in the, local public:School by the

.,, UPSTEP partiCipAnts,' '- ::7;, ,

,

t
..,

Drug unit
Marijuana, drug education minicourse,alcoholism,:sourcee of ilfOr-, .

oration; annotated bibliography,. examination of e3emp/ar sex education

programs in the elementary achbol.

..1

Woodland field experience

Topics covered in woodland field trips
adaptation
organisms
soil examination

soil samples'taken and-examined i.n.the laboratory
agar plate experiment

soil and leaf agar innoculations made
soil sampleslat various depths in various locations taken and

exaMinea; samples were dried out and various life fOrma

contained within anddriven off examined,
soir sample dilution experii'hent

I
. The Stream

Observations and collection of stream plants and organisms
ComparisOns of samples from various collection sites..

0
Wildflower unit:

Marsh unit
Observation of a marsh environment
Detailed study of the red...winged blackbird 1

Plus accompanying appropriate teaching methodology to translate they

topics into viable elementary school lessons
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Unit I POPULATIONS' '

Yeast Experiment

Objectives:

Upon completion of this activity the student will be able to:

a.- inoculate a culture medium with yeast cells and count
the nuinber of cells'in samyles of the culture over a ,

0day period.
,

b. ,express the number of cells counted with the,h&styto.
meter in terms of cells /ml.

c. construct an appropriate graph of his data.
d. accurately interpret hie, results.

1.

2. Procedure:'

33»

BIOLOGY .206N 2nd Seitester, ,firit year

Inoculate1:125.mlfof aterile'iwat*r tYwith gram .of dry yeast:
,

Shilkethe flaskkgveuspendthe.:Cells.. Trantffer 1 ml of the
eusYeneion id'19 ml of'Witer. Shake the second dilution.
'lakenttensfer 1 ml ofAthis suspension to each of 2 of
49 :m1 ofcuAture medium. Incubate one flask at 30 C.and the
.other at 20 C*.,

.tonnt*the number of cells in a sample of the second dilution,
and determine the number of yeast cells added to the'49-ml of
culture medium. Convert_thiseoncentration to number of cells
per ml 50,m1:yeasi cultures.

For a period of 10 days, count and record the number of yeast
_CeIls'in each of the two cultures every day.

valuation:

Present'yourresulisjit.the ,form of (an) appropriate, graph(s).
and write a short paper discussing the observations youThave

-made Include in yoUr discussion any of:the following points
or qUestions which may be applicable to your results.'

a,' Experimental error. ", ,

b. 4ny.differencea in the NapOitgrow01 of a populagion.
c. Any:.digferencesetwelerOektOwo.aulturee (i.e.,20C

and 30 C). '' ' /

d.
..

IiiiifIf any differences were o rved, how they 7'

explained : ',',

e. How do your results compare to- the Awful'AlfrediadAll
_ .

f. Use your results,to formulate a model of population growth.
g. Can you generalize from your model to other populations?

Wliat would you have to do,to teat the Pcivercif your:model
in eiakihg predictions?

h.;.,, Can an. incorrect mddeI.be a 'goO±iffMoelT

38



Unit I-ft POPULATIONS
..,,,,

4. Referencos:
V

a, Anderson* P.. .Di, Devito, A., Dyili, 0.4.4 Ee/log, M.,
KochendorferLi-vand'Ulgay4, J. 1970.1epOiseloping
Childtan!s Thinking Through'Sciencel-Prentipp.Mall, Inc.
E0glewood Cliffs*, New Jersey. p. 61,67. : 1.

,Maknesot4 Environmental Sciences'FoundatiCn, Inca 1972. '

4 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Communit 'National Wildlife
Federation. Mashington, D1C.
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BIOLOGY 206N

G. 'Obeery tiote of:Paramecia',

01) t

2nd Semester, first_yeaf

Upon completion of thctivity the student :4'11 be able-to:

a estimatethe:leatithand width of the organisms .in a . ,-

Paramecia cultU'r#4, ' '
,..-

1 b. estimate'the",,Ote OIewimming of the orgettiamikin a
Paramecia cult0e.,

.

c.' deacribeAhe'shape of the organists in a Paramecia' cultnro.
d'. 'tieseribeatructuret or.zbehaviors whichwi]l helP..to

Iiitif these o isihy eserganst.

Tlace'a few drops of the Paramecia culture on aTEwatch
UaYng a.hand lens and a light source' below the 1,:idtCh'glassi:
examine the culture.

.

Next, make a wet mount from the culturNnd examine it with a:
'compound, microscope. When,appropriate, a drop of ProtOslo'
added to your sl.ide,,walowhe Paramecia 'and make it easier:.
to observe them. :14h#t'lp .0t':egfpct of adding a drop of vine-
gar to a slide contairtinOeraMeeia? '

_ -

."';,,,,, ,,

41:

When 'yoU have recorded enough observations to satisfy the ob-,
4ctives' consult withan instructor. vo!'

N_Ata,
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Unit I POPtILATIONS RIOLOCY 206N 2nd Semester, first year

H. Competition in Paramecia

1. Objectives;

Upon completion 'of this activity the student will be able to:

a, count and classify the organisms in a six day culture
of Paramecia.

b. construct an appropriate graph(s) showing the relation-
ships among the counts from the six day culture and
data given from a two and a twelve day culture.

c. accurately interpret the results obtained from a two,
six, and twelve day culture of Paramecia.

d. construct and interpret a graph of data given from
another population of Paramecia.

2. Procedure:

Obtain five microscope slides and cover glasses. Vigorously
shake the tube of six,day Paramecia culture and as quickly as
possible remove,a sample with a pipette dropper. Make a wet
mount using one drop of culture and one drop of Protoslo
(or vinegar). Repeat this procedure until you have five wet
mounts of the six day culture. Use your microscope to observe,
clasSify and count the organi m6 in each of the five slides.
LIf the culture is too conce ed for convenient counting it
may be necessary to make a seri 1 dilution before classifying
and counting.

3. Evaluation:

a. combine your data from the six day culture with data
given from a two and a twelve day culture. Craph the
data and be able to interpret these results.

b. given the data from a Paramecia population experiment
of Cause, graph the data and interpret the results.

c. contrast the results of the two sets of data. When
you are satisfied with your ability to discuss these_
results, consult with an instructor.

eferenco:

Cause, F. F., The Struggle For Existence. Hefner Publishing
,Company, New York, 1964. 163 pp.

J
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Checkout

-37-

FORM A
Physics 210A

1st Semester, second yea'r4

, .
1. In which of the configurations below will the'bulb not light?

In each case, explain.....awl it will. not light.

2. From your observations of the configurations that make the bulb(s) light,
can you.show any evidence for the direction of "flow in a circuit?
Explain why or why not.

3. Three identical light bulbs are connected as shown in the diagrams below.

2

Fig. Fig. II 4. Fig. III

a) What will hap en to each of the bulbs when Bulb 'No. 1 is. unscrewed
from the soc (see Figure I). .Explain.

b) What will happen to each bulb in Figure Ii when Bulb No. 3 is
unscrewed? Explain.

c) In Figure III, a length of nichrome wire is placed between points
A and B (see dashed line). What will happen to thtabrightnesa (if
anything) to the bulbs? Explain.

d) How would your answer to part "c"'differ if the nre4rOMe wire were
replaced by copper wire? Explain.;

4 0
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Checkout'
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FORM U

a'

Physics 210A
1st Semester, second year

1. Draw the wire's that will make each bulb light.

2. a) Circuit "A" below represents a configuration that results in the
pink bulb glowing but not the hite bulb. How can you explain this?

t

b)

"B"

1
pink

Suppose the circuit, is now changed to look like circuit "B" above.
Explain What you,might'see happening with regard to whether one or
both bulbs light and the relative brightness.

,3. there anyway that you can tell from your observations of the various
battery-and-bulb configurations which direction the "flow of electricity",.
takes? Explain.
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Physics 210A,111111.

FORM C 1st Semester, second'yeak

1. ,'In which of the configurations below yip each bulb light? Explain why
the otherp will not light.. '/-7-

O

2. From your investigations of the various configurations of baeteriies and
'bulbs, what factors do you believe influence the intensity or Atrngth
of what is "flowing" thrOgh the 'circuit?

3. As you may have observed, when a light is turned off (or burned out),
in a house, the other lights are not visibly affected. BaSed on your I
obsetvations of the different types of arrangements that are possible
with the batteries and bulbs, ,explain how this is possible. ,Use
,diagramS to-support your explanations.
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UNIT 5 PART

DECOMPOSITION AND SYNTHESIS OF 'WATER -
A '''TERMINAL", ACTIVITY

PhySicS 210A
.1st Semester, second year

INTRODUCTION

.c;

4

Water, Water everywhere! I goes without saying that water is a very common
and recd nizable substanc our environment. Moreover, it seems that no
matter hat we do to it boil it, freeze it; mix it with other substances -
it st 1 remains water. The early Greeks even thought of it as the primary
subs nqe from which all other substances were derived. With the invention
of t e electriceell by Alessandro Volta in 1800, studies in the newly-
disc vered area of ele4ro'Ohemistry'' showed'that water could quite easily
be d compoied into more basic substances whose properties had no resemblance
to he 'properties of water. In this Unit wewill examine this process of
electrolysis (and the opposite process called synthesis) and make use of the
insights gained in the examination Of these phenomena to 'begin formulating
some initial concepts concerning electricity. .

OBJECTIVES

After completion of bhe study of this Unit, you should be able to meet the
following objectives:
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1, Describe in.your on words the basic regularity in Nature which
is illustrated by the SpeCtfic experience acquired in Experiment
6.2 and illustrated further.,by the ejcperiments described in
Section 6.3.

2. In the light of sequence of experiments you will have per..
formed with batteries, wires, bulbs, etc., give, in your own
words, clear operStional definitions of the'concepts;'"civuit,",
"electric current," "conductor'ant nonconductor. ",

3. able'to predict what will happen (lighting or not lighting of
b albs, relative brightness, ete.0 Of various circuits that might
be proposed to you or that you yourself will invent.

4. Out of your accumulation of experience since the beginning of
this course (not confined to this Unit), give several examples/
of concepts that we have invented; show how concrete experience
led to the 'formation and definition of the concept; and show
how the concept has given us a deeper insight into some aspect,
orderliness, or relationship in NatUre than we had prior to for-
mation of the concept. Then give an illustration of what we mean
by a "model" in scientific thought. (Note that a "model" utilizes
a number of concepts and organizes them into ,a way of visualizing.
a process or a systematic behavior behind phenomena that we
observe.)

Do Experiment 6;2 and read Section 6%31) While you are performing
Experiment 6.2, estimate the volumes of gas that you are collect,,---
ing (very round numbers will do - - compare the test tube volumes
with those of graduated cylinders) and, referring to the density
data in Table 3.2, calculate the total mass of gas you are collect-
ing and.the total mass of liquid water that must be "used up" in '

order to form the amount of.as you collect. What is the volume
of.the water "used up"? HOW does this volume compare with the
volume of water initially in the test tube? State the point of
this calculation anc result in your own.words.

b) Problems 3.(repla
carbonate". the lat
own experiment), 4,
you have already don
work and proceed to

e the term "acid" in this problem;by "sodium
er being what you added to the water in your
, 10. Read Problem 9; if you can sh-OW-that-
a problem of this type, indicate the relevant

t e next assignment. If you have not worked
out a problem essentially similar to 9, work out Problem 9 and
discuss the conclusions tobe drawn from it.

II. After you have completed assignments (a) and (b) above, proceed with the
activities-on-electricity as-outlined in Part 2 of this Unit. Ask a
staff member/to help you get started. The staff will give you periodic
guidance and instructions during this work.
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Physics 210A. UNIT 7

SOME CURRENT IDEAS ABOUT
Ef..ECTRICITY,

c

1st SeMpSter, second year

10.4

A

INTRODUCTION

1

111

In the elementary science curricula, some consideratiOn of what is usually
called "current electricity" plays a key role in one'or more stages Of'
development. In one of the curricula (,ESS), it occupies an entire unit of

1-observation .and inquiry. We shall digress for. a brief examination of some
of the most, basic qualitative aspects of the phenomena associatedwith
Current electricity. Our treatment of the material will cut across the
content of the various eleMentary curricula and will not exactly follow
any one of ,them. The emphasis will be on your own concept formation at

4-- an adult level and. nohLon a specific presentation to children at some
particular grade. gditver, you:may expePt to pick up numerous ideas during,
this investigation that should be helpful to you in presenting these concepts
to children. It should be emphasized that these activities, while appropria-
te for elementary school students, are Mich in conceptual ideas thatcan
challenge the thinking:of individuals at'all age levels.

We.give the name "electricity" and use the adjeCtive "electrical" in
connection with the effects produced by batteries such as those utiliied
in Exp. 6.2. (Our household "electrical" outlets, of course, produce
exactly similar effects with considerably greater intensity.) Let us under- 1
stand from the start that electricity, is not some kind of substance or
maarjal - any more than ideas such as length,. time, heat, or temperature'
refer-to substances or materials.

The situation is perhaps best understood if we first turn 'back to re-examine
the manner in which we-use the familiar word "gravity." From our sensation
of having to support an object to keep, it from falling towards the earth and
from our observatioh that.unsupported'objeCts always dofall freely, contin
ually increasing in speed, we begin to visualize the earth as attracting all
objects toward itself. (With deepening perception of the underlying order

1



and connection among universal ph5cal phenomena, we subsequently realize
that all objects attract each other An exactly the same way as the earth
Seems to. attract us and allobjects.) We use the word "gravity", as a name
for.thi.s mysterious effeet, an effect that we are not abletO'neXplain" or
,:lescribe.in terms of some process or action. The sophisticated name thus'
serves .not as an explanaeion but as away of concealiAg.Our'ignotance concern -
ing this very familiar effect,

Although we have Very extensive knowledge of how gravity regulates and con-
trols a:huge array of universal physidall3henomena, we have no idea at all
of what gravity "is." The situation with respect-to electricity is very,
similar, 'Because of specific differences in context and character of rele-
vant physical phenomena,.we'recognize that "gravity" pnd "electricity" are
two.entirely:different effects. Just as we know a very great deal about the
workings Qf gravity, so we also know a very great deal about the workings of
eleetticity, but we still have no idea of what electricity "is." In order
to handle some of these ideas in a correct and sound way with children, it
is absolutely essential that you understand aspects such as apse referred
to'in the preceding comments. There are many instances in wfriCh it is at
least as important to understandlwhat is not known about a particular situa-
tion as to understand what is known.

OBJECTIVES

1. In the light of the,Sequence of experiments you will, have performed with
batteries, wires, bulbs, etc., give in your own words,:clear gperatiOnal
definitions of the concepts: "circuit", "electric current", "conductor
and non-conductor".

2. Be able to predict what will happen (lighting or not lighting of bulbs,.
relative brightness, etc,) of various circuits that might be proposed to
you or that you yourself Will invent.

3. Out:Of your accumulation of experience singe the beginning of this
codrse (not confined to this Unit), giVe several examples of concepts
that we have invented; show.how concrete experience led to the formation
and definition of the concept; and show how the concept has given us a.
deeper insight into some aspect, orderliness, or relationship in Nature
than we had prior, to formation of the concept. Then give an illustration' .

of what we mean by a "model" in scientific tHought. (Note that a "model"
utilizes a number of concepts and organizeSthem into a way of visualizing
a process or a systematic.behavior behind phenomena that we observe.)

ACTIVITIES

I. The sequence of learning involved in'this study is designed to epable'yOu
to begin formulating some basic ideas about4elIctricity. It is essential
that you keep a detailed. notebook record of the linesof investigation

,,,suggested below.

A. Start in with only the following equipment: one battery, one flash...,
light bulb and one length of Wire.



1. ProLeed to. hold,these items together in such away as to get

the' bulb lighted. Keep a notebook record of every single , "

arrangemel\t or configurtion that you try. Do this.iMadiately
as you try it. DO'not lust whip through a great many ,con.
figurations until yolvAt the bulb lighted; that is.-ndl-the .

point of the line'of inquiry.

2. 10When you haye found all the configurations that light the
bulb, separate your d agrams, classifying in one group all
those that do not light the bulb and in the other group
all the ones that do.

(If you ever).do have occasion to go through this limited
exercise with children; note that aLthisjoint you are
'engaged in a_process of clasSificationi- The process now
deals with ideas more abstract than classifiCation by
properties such as color, Impel texture; size, number of

4 holes, etc. that the child en go through very early in the
elementary stience.progranv, but it is nevertheless elassifi-.
cation.and has its roots directly in the earlier, simpler'

_experiences.)

3. Describe clearly in your own words what those. configurations
that do light the bulb have in'common with each 'other and how
-they differfromthe Configurations that do not light the bulb.

4. Starting with one of the configurations that lights the bulb,
,interpose in this configuration as wide a variety of materials,
(paper, coins, fingers, pencils, keys, glass, etc. etc.) as
you can reasonably find around your tables and in the,laboratory.
Again classify these materials by their behavior in this context.
Mow would you describe the pattern that emerges?

1°B. After performing the above investigationsp build a socket of your
own, following the procedure outlined on one of the attached pages.

/-- ,
Now that you have a,convenient "holder"-for the bulb, you can use
it to investigate the construction of a standard ceramic socket.

1. , Obtain a standard socket hut do not screw a bulb into the socket.
Building upon the preceding inves gations, use the battery and a
bulb in the socket you built as a logical test device to analyze
how the socket is constructed.-(i.e. what ,,part is connected,to
what? Are the two clips connected to each other? If not, what is

each clip connected-to? What role do different kinds of materials
play inits construction?) As part of your notebook:record
describe your examination ,and conclusions in your own words.

2. Now relate the above findings to the construction of your own
socket. What are the corresponding parts? What part is connected
to what? What is the role of the.non-conducting parts, if any?

3. After having analyzed the construction and nature of the socket,
you should start using the one you built as a convenient mounting
for the bulb. _
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.

44. It may be helpful at this time to have a closer look at the bulb.'
Examine an,available'breken bulb.. Are there anyJlonconducting

, .,,
parts in the constructionof' _bulb? If so, what is tfieir

. ,

pUpose? ,i.e. what would h pen if the non.6condncting'parts
were not present? (You can test thie''out for yourself.)

t

C. Build a switch of your own following the procedure outlined on one
of the attached pages.

0..

1. Obtain more wires and investigate the nature of yoUr switch in
,exactiythesamewayyouinvestigatedthe.construction and
nature of the socket. Obtain a standard ceramic switch and
investigate how its construction is related to the one youuilt.

1/'

Investigate howtheswitch:is usedto:turn the bulb on and off.
'Keep a careful ntoteb06k 'record of'the'configurations you use by
draking diagrams in all cases. (Consult a staff member for ad.,
vice as to convenient and widely -used shorthand symbols fpr the
various' elements that makeup a diagram elementssuck9Its-; 77N

-
battery, wires, bulb,' switch, etc.)'

Explain in your own words how the function of the switch is re-
lated to the basic ideas you established in Part A above.

D. Build more sockets,,obtain more bulbs-and wires, and go on to investi-
gate the behavior of systems in which you light more than one bulb
with just one battery.

1. How many arrangements (basically different from each other any'''

you disCover? What are the essential differences:between themq

2. What relationships can you discern between these arrangements
and various as acts that you encounter in, household situations?

E. Investigate the behavior of systems in which/you light one bulb with
two batteries.

1. How many arrangeMents (baeically different from'each othelt)can
you discover? What are .the essential differences between them?

.?,.. If you leftonebulb connected to each of the different rrange-.

ments of two batteries, with wh ttch.arrangement do.yoU t ink the
batteries woule,last the longer:it before theytan down?

.

F. Throughout this sequence of.observation; investigation; and experi ce,

you can be evolving a 'Model" or-mental picture of s6mgaort of "flow"
in (he.systems you are manipulating. Aniodel of this sort does hot'
spring up Trull blown and 'complete in all Aspects and details from the
very first steps. It evolves sIowir-fromrinitial,-crudei-undetailed,
incomplete notions, acquiring.more and more.refinement and detail as
new experiences are added to the earlier ones. .(We cactnot hope to'
a Ain a rigorously detailed and complete picture out of thd

' ve ,limited sequenceweare following;,we must be prepared to leave
1.tartous significant aspects, Open' and unsettled' '

Ye
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Al you accumulate and`' continually review your obserVations.and'ex-

perienees.,,:includim the electrolysis experiment in 6.2, consider
the following questions:

1. What expriences add together to suggest a model of an
intangible.flaw afrsome sort in the systems'under consideration?

2. Is it possible to deduce a direction of such flow from any
of.the situations dealt with?

.

3. Can you seizeodiagy observable effectsas possibWindicators
of some sort of "intensity" of the flow? \_ .

Is there;Any,evid6nce.ok,decrease in intensity in going from one
side of the system to the other?' i.e, 'It:there any -indication.
th t whatever may be floWing is disappearing (Wbeingl'used'up"?,,'\
if,:, is,. noti3eing used up, then how could46u verbalize in,4,,
limp

, ,,

simp e :way. (Without using technical terms you don't know the` ''

meaning of)'about what'is being Us'd up?

.

What hints do you discern in yoUr own observation that fixed and
amounts'J deeply related amounts of mate441.(hydrogen andoxygen) are

liberated at the two sides of the.system in the electrolysis
experiment and from the fact that, when A battery runs down,
chemical changes take place throughout the entire body of the
battery, not just at one side?

6. What inferences about factors controlling thd,flow can bpdraWn::
froM the investigation of part: ,(.01:i IS the intensity oethe
amount of flow through each bulb'ihe' same for, the different
'arrangements you investigated?

While considering these various aspects of the flow model, sound
out and exchange ideas with other students and members of the staff.

G. The fol.lowing investigations may help tp confirm or refute four ideas
about Ege flow model and some of the questions raised in part F in
this connection:

1. The wires you have been using in.your,investigations are made of
copper (or tin - coated etippet). Is there a difference behavior of
systems when the wires are made of different kinds of materials?
(Notethat the same questionarose when you were out investigating
the thermal expansion of tubes.)

2. Ines gate the behavior of systems when you insert a length-of
nic oMe wire.
a) What happens whenyou changesthe length of the nichroMe-wire?
b) What are the observable differences,, if any, between systems

with nichrome wire and systems with copper wire?,_
c) What inferences about factore controlling the amount of flow

can you draw from these observations?
d) Is the,wire which glowa,in a,bulb more like the copper wire

or more like the niChromewire?
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We have several 'Alet;Cells" available in the lab.' These batteries
hivelifetime,of only a few.iiintiteS:

.

.:Inveitigate;howlong theliaaery lasts before, it runs -down
when you use it to light different. arrangements of,htabs.

5: On thet basis of your flow
results befOre you do the
before, you start.:

model make a prediction of the
experiment. Consult ,a staff member

II When you have completed, this Unit to your satisfaction, obtain a Unit
Checkout andtest your understanding of the various cohcepts presented.
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HOWTO MAKE A4SIMPLE-TAP SWITCH

WOO" arAVAALVAW

441,P
41110"

411."
44Pr

410'
4P*

11 Fig. 2 Fig. 3-

A picce:;oforrugated.cardboard 3".by'8',';, two,. paper fasteners; two .

paper fastener washers; two connecting wires each about 6"-long; a
:strip of metal from a "tin" can (ditto'fluid cane' wdrk well) 2" by
1.0/4" (file the rough edges); and some masking*tap-e";;77-

PROCEDURE:

Bend the "tin" can strip as shown in Fig.'1. Be sure to crimp the
corners Where the strip comes in contact with the cardboard if you
want to keep the switchfroM pivoting another version-is ssible).
Pound the'fastener hole with -a nail. Be-Sure to scrape,off any paint
where electrical contact is made. Why?'

Make d knife cut:halfway.through the cardboard .so that the cardboard
'is ,divided (but-stilllield together) into two 3" by 4" halves.

Poke the paper fasteners through the cardboard as shown in. Fig. 2 and
wrap oneend ofa connecting wire around each paper fastener'. 'Add
the washers and, pressing them firmly against the wires. and cardboard,
bend over the .ends of the fasteners. Tapethe'two halves of card-
board together as shown. in Fig. 3 and'the switch is completed.

Note: There are many other uses. for this general, form ofawitch. Could
you design one for a different purpose?
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`110W TQ.MWE A SIMPLE LAMp RECEPTACI.'

4Tipppd
COpper
Wire

Fig. I

;,1,

Fi

MATERIALS:

ir1;601502110201rAYAlligrAMMI
MY:10AM alvi.vaTAIIFALIF"

Paper:,

-Fastener
/Washere

01)

WEISS

Fig.' 2

A piece of corrugated cardboard appr xiMately 3" by 8"; two paper fasteners;
two paper,fastener was ers; two con cting wires each about6" long; an 8"
piece of-#18 wire (cop er) uninsulhted and preferably tinned for- the lamp
suppOrtva thebSded f pshlight bulb; and some masking rape.

PROCEDURE:

Make a knife cut halfway through the cardboard.'so. the cardboard. is
:divided but still held together into two 3" by 4" pieces.. Poke holes..
through'the cardboard with a nail andinsert.theAmper fasteners... Wrap the
ends Of the connecting wires around the paper fastenexs.as shown .in Fig. '2.

Wind the lamp Aopport.Aaire arouna.'thelight,bulb and sh c it as shown
in Fig,. I. Placing the tip of .the lamp on the paper. faste erThead, mark
Where the lamp support wire endsshould penetrate the car and and poke
holes at these points. Insert the support wite_and wrap one end around-
.the outside paper fastener.. Bend the, other end o er /support BUT DO
NOT FASTEN IT TO THE CENTER FASTENER. 2'

Add the paper fastener washers and, pressing' the shers tightly against
the wires and cardboard,. bend over the paper f toners. Beaure that the
paper fasteners do noutoah. each other. Fasten he two pieces o
board together with masking tape and the lamp receptacle is corns ete.

Connett your socket with bulbscrewtd into the support wire to 4 battery
and be Sure the bulbalights. If'it docanot. light, check p11.01e precast-t

tionarymeasures mentioned above.
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ELEMENTARY SCIENCE REFERENCES

BatteVies.and Bulbs (4-6)
Batteries and Bulbs II (5-higher)

/
Part E, Exercise a. -- Inferring Connection Patterns in

Electric Circuits.
Part E, Exercise i. -- Electric Circuits and Their Parts
Part E, Exercise j. ConduCtors and Non-Conductors.

Interaction and Systems, Chapter 18 Electric Circuits
Interaction and Systems, Chapter 19 Objects That Can' Close A

Circuit 1
Interaction and Systems, Chapter 20 Electri6.-Circuit Puzzles.
Subsystems and Variables, Chapter 1 Investigation Systems and

Interactions.
Subsystems and. Interactions, Chapter 5 -- Electric.Circuit Puzzles
Models: Electric and Magnetic 'Interactions (Entire Unit).

A
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Unit 5
Checkout
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FORM A
Physics 211A

2nd Semester, second year

The graph below shows data points for experiment:8 in which different
amounts of magnesiuM were combined with a fixed amount of .hydrochloric
acid to yield magnesium chloride and hydrogen. In answering'the
questions below, please refer to this graph. Explain all answers.

1 rr'l
-t- 1 1

PIM I

A

I

M
_,_._

EN

.f- III
11111111

4
1

l fi

1

I

NII

irli _ II 1

0 .1 ;:z .3 .4 .5 .6 . .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

MASS OF MAGNESIUM

Which region of the graph shows data point() for experiments in
which all,of the magnesium was used up.

Which region ishows data for experiments in which there was
magnesium left over?

c) What is the ratio of the mass of magnesium chloride to'the mass
magnesium that reacted?

d) How can we explain the fact that the ratio of the mass of magnesium
chloride to the mass of magnesium that reacted with the acid is
the\same for all experiments?

(

2(.' Consider \ the following experiment in which 4.0g of A is heated very
strongly, resulting in a new substance B of masa 4.7g.

) Could either A or B be an element? If so, which one(s)? If

not
e
why not? '

b) Could both A and B be elements? Why?

3. Do Problem 7, p. 183 in your text.
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T 14 2nd Semester, second year

PUTTING ON 'II PRESSURE
(Molecular, Motion, Can ally le a Gas! )

INTRODUCTION

In the past several units we hay experimented with materials that, are both

easily seen ancrreadily handled. Indeed; our generalizations regarding,
motions. of objects and the force that govern these motions were a- result of
observations aid inferences rel ted to the behavior of suchthings as pucks
and carts. Are the same rules eadily transferable to the molecular realm?
To investigate this we now turn to motion at the molecular level, utilizing
some of the properties of gases that we inferred from earlier studies of the
states of matter. We will attempt to learn whether the behavior of gases can
be explained :11y a model that assumes molecules to be subject to the same laws
of motion as macroscopic objects.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of study you should b able to meet the following
4C objectives:

1. Define pretsure in general and in particular` describe howthe
pressure.of a as may be related to molecular motion.

2. Define temperature in terms bf the molecular gas model.

.3. Explain, using the molecular model, bow separate gases mix
together. when placed in contact.

4., State in your own words how the pressure, volume, and temperature .

of a gas are related.

-40
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ACTIVITIES

I. for Owmosi part:, the activities of this Unit wilconsist of selected
readings and experiMents associated-with:Chapter 10 in the CIPS text
with additional activities fcom,tflePPC Handbook.

A. Read CIPS, 10.1 to 10.5.

B. DO Experiment 29 (Part I) in the Project Phyiicsliandbook, p.200.

C. Do Experiment'10.6, crPs.

D. We have set up in the laboratory three-or'four gas-model machines
of. the type illuitrated on. p. 275 of your text. Experiment with
these models by,investigaiing the behavior that results from

-changing the number of spheres, the number of pistons; and the
voltage to the motor. What role does each of these variables
.play In the model. Read Section 10.7, CIPS.

II. Upon completion of the activities in Part .I above, and drawing upon yOur
experiences from earlier units, especially Unit 10, you should begin to
fotMulate Ariswers to such questions as?

1

A. In the case of a gas,how would you visualize the behavior of the
molecules? What do.they do to each other on collisions? ;Describe
in terms of visible collisions that you, can arrange yourself among
the pucjcs that can be made to slide around' on the air table. Hato

do thezmove between collisions? What happen8 when a molecule col-
iiith a wall of the container? What is the effect on t

molecule? On the wall? What would you feel if your hand wer suf-

fi((c,,iently sensitive to detect a single colliding molecule? W at do .

you see to be the overall effect of millions of millionvof millions
of collisions taking place over every bit of wall surface in the con.
.tainer? How might the effect change if the speeds Of the molecules
were increased? Decreased?

B. What might be the essential difference between a liquid and a gaS,
i.e:, what kinds of actions or interactions might you appeal to for
holding molecules together in the aggregation'we call liquid (or
solid, for that matter)? What would happen to the velocity of a fast
molecule as it emerged through the liquid surface and proceeded to
move further and further away from its originally close neighbors in .

li uid,esc ping into the gaseous region where its neighbors,are, on
t aVerag ,-very far apart? Do you see any analogy between the,be
h vior of hie molecule while it is still closc to the liquid surface
a d the be vior of a ball thrown up in the air? Why does the mole-.

.cule not. come back "down" immediately? Might it get-back into the

liquid eventually? If so, by,what process?.

C. In the light ofthe'concepts we have been developing andextending,
thinking of interactions such as push, pull, attraction, etchow
would you try to account for the observed fact that solids are very
hard to pull apart (or stretch) but a* -also very hard to compress
or squeeze together)?
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BIOLOGY 205N

An Aquarium - Terrarium System

lst%Semester, third year

A great deal of our work in this unit will center around the studies
We shall make of organisms and their surroundings in an aquarium-.terrarium
system. 'The initial activity of these investigations involves setting
up the system.,

1. Materials:

A. For a group of 3
- 1. One aquarium tank with partition

4 .2. One water sprinkler.
3. One light source

B. For the cane
1. Soil
2. Sand
3. Rocks
4. Assorted seeds
5. Anachvis_lpon&weed)
6. Algae culture
7. Daphnia. culture
8. Guppies
9. "Mystery" snails

I. Setting Up the System and Adding Plants.

10c Pond snails
11. Tadpoles
12.- Crickets
13. Chameleons

.14.: Frogs,
15. Abalworma

,16. Drosophila

A. Procedure:
. Fill one side of the tank with soil to a depth of
:,.approximately 21/2 inches. The soil surface need not be
level it may slope, or it may be terraced with rocks.

2., Select at least 4 different types of seeds from Vose
supplied and plant as many of each type as your group
regards as desirable. Be sure to note the type of seeds,
the number of each type (except for small grass and
clover and the positions of planting.

3. Water t joil.after planting.
4. PlaCe about 1 inch of washed sand in the other 'side of

the tank. Fill with water to a' depth of approximately
5 inches., If you use fresh tap water and not aged
water, add 7 drops of "Aqua-D-Chlor" to dechlorinate the
water.
Once the sand has settled in the tank, take 2 or 3,
sprigs of Anacharis (pond weed) and plant Them in the
sand.

6. Add about 50 ml of the algae culture to the water in
the aquarium.

7. Place the tank close to ,a light source so that both
sides are provided with light.
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a
8:11 Observe the system carefully throughout the length of

the activity,,Lnsure that, the soil is adequately
watered.

(a), . Did all your 'seeds germinnte? If not, how
can you explain why?

(b): Are all placeS in your terrarium equally
suitable for seed germination? Explain.

.

(c) Is It.possible to detect'the presence Of the
algae in the aquarium? Explain.

II. Introducing Daphnia into the System

About a week after setting,up the system add a ,given
the Daphnia culture to the aquarium.

III. Adding other Animals to the System

1. About two weeks after adding
plants are well established,
system. You will be advised
ava lable to'your group.

pies
"Mystery" snails
Pond snails
Tadpoles
Drosophila

et.

quantity of

the Daphnia aid' -when th wing
add the folleWing animals to he
of the maximum number.. of each

Crickets _)

Chameleons:.-/r
Mealworms
Frogs

2. Once the animals have been-introduced dbserve the system care
fully and record your observations.. If possible, you should .
arrange\for a member of the group to observe ,the system one
or two times a day over the next three days. Observe long
enough to answer the following questions.

'(a) Do any organisms move between the aquarium an
terrarium? If snrWhich ones.

(b) What happens to the size of each population-6
organisms over the course of time?

(c) Record the-location of all organisms. Do they
remain im,.one location or do they move about the
whole system?

(d) Describe how each type of animal gathers food, i.e.,
what does it eat and how does it get it?

(e) What happens to `dead organisms?

the

-7
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Ecosystems Unit

00'
BIOLOGY 291 N

Questions on Readings

.Ist Semester, third year

1).. List all the oreanisms on earth,that you believe exist by causing
an imbalance,of world ecosystems.

What problems appeal to occur as a result of irrigation of
agricultural lands? What is the alternative to irrigation?

What problems appear toOccut as a result of the application of
pesticides in agricultrualenvironments? What is the alternative
to the use of pesticides?
'

. ../
,

4) From your` reading yOu have seen.thatThoSphorus.may be a limiting
resource` because it does not redycle rapidly through the ecosphere.
One could argue.then, that man could aid'the process by releasing
more phosphorus into the environment, yet insomeplacep laWs have
been passed prohibiting the widespread release of phosphorus in
the,form of phosphate in detergents. How do you explain this
apparent' contradiction?

Recently, millions of chickens had to te destroyed because they.
had become contaminated with dieldrin, a powerful pesticide which
is chemically similar to nerve gas. As dieldrin is absorbed into
the aap of plants, it can be used as a spray to kill plant - sucking
insects such as aphids.

Suppose that you make a living by growing lettuces. The law
allows you to spray your crops. with chemicals such as dieldrin to
control damag by insects, up to but no later than six weeks prior
to harvesting e lettuces. You comply With:the law and find that
your lettuces, tend to become wilted anlI damaged due Co insect II,

attack a few days before harvesting. Consecluently you cannot sell
them for a good price. In contrast, other growers bring crops,
Undamaged lettuces to market and sell them for good prices, so you-
are developing a poor reputation in the market.

How do you explain the situation; and.if it as real, what
would you do?'

4
w

.

6) During this unit, you have been introduced to some basic consider-
ations about relationships between organisms and their environment.
This introduction should help you to better understand the
environmental problems that man is facing at the present time, and
it should also help you realize that solutions are not simple or
obvious.

As a teacher, you may take one or several courses of action
with respect to teaching children about environmental responsibility.

k. You may:
- ignore the problem altogether, especially if the children

ydu teach are very young;
- attempt 'to indoctrinate them in your beliefs about the
problem

- try to_present all points of view on the problems;
- give them occasional warnings;
- or some other form of response.

What Will you do, and why?
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EdlowYstems Unit.

A

BIOLOGY 20581

Decomposition.

1st Semes er, third year

This activity represents one of a series,of investigations we
001 undertaketo explore the relationships which exist among

x..'!orgShiesis antlytheir surroundings. As this activity is of a rela.
,tivrelong -term nature, we'will begin it now so that results will
be av able in a few weeks time.

Ob ettiveh:

t*-

.Upon completion of this investigation we should have
.,. obtained information about rates of decomposition. and

factors which-affect decompoSition of different kinds"
of organisms.

2. Materials:

'a. plants
b. dead animals . '

c. sterilized washed sand
d. sterilized vials and caps,
e. soil
f. antiseptic solution
g. water
h. light source
i. he'at sources

3. Procedures:-

a. Select a partner to work with.
b. Use the materials listed above or any additional

materials you may need or want to set up an experi-
ment or a series of experiments which will1attempt
to answer the question:

-.What factors affect the decomposition of
dead organisms?

c. As you set up your experiments, ke?p a record of
what you have done and list any specific questions
your experiments attempt to answer.
During the text few weeks make regular observations
and record them. Remember you have more than one
sense.
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Ecodystens Unit

INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN- PLANTS AND ANIMALS

"110LOGT, 205N 1st Semester, third year

1. Introduction:

Our investigations into the interdependendies of populations'

Of.organisme living in the same general environment has led ue,to

develop the concept of an ecosystem. We have discussed the flow

of nutrients through an ecosysteiii, but there are other factors

operating in-an, ecoSystem Which we should consider.

Objective:

In this activity we shall investigate some of the relation..

shipa that exist between plants and animals and their environment..

3. Materials and Equipment:

1. Screw top, jars 4 per group ,

2. 'Drinking strews
3. Medicine droppers .

4. Molten paraffin wax
5. Paper towels
6. Bromsthymol blue solution (0.1%).
7. Dilute ammonium hydroxide solution
E. Mystery' snails (2 per group)
9. Anacharis (2 nine inch lenghts per group)

10. Deionized water
11. 20 ml beaker (one per group)

Procedure:

Sc

'(e) Select a partner to work with.'
(b) Rinse a 20 ml beaker or some other small container with

de- ionized water and then half -fill the beaker with de- ionized
water. Add bromthymol blue-solutiOn a few dfops at a time uhtil
the water is visibly colored when viewed against a White background.
Now carefully add some ammonium hydroxide solution, a drop at a
time, until 'the water turn? blue.

1-(c) Take a drinking straw and blow into the water in the
beaker for about a minute,

(1) What happens to the color of the waterl?
(2) What is. your breath adding to the water that may

cause the change?
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May other chemicals aleo cause,,rch a change when
`added to water colored blue with_brom.thymol blue?

,(d) Rinse 4 screw -top Jere in de- ionized water and then '

half :fill eachonewith de.ionized water. 'In one jai place a
"myst'e'ry?" snail, in another place a length of.Anacharis. po not '
place any organisms in the fourth jar.

(e) brom.thymol blue 'solution and'ammonium hydroxide
solution to make the water in each jar blue and then fill each
jar to the brim with de.ioniked Water. Screw tops, down firmly,
dry the jars and seal the topsby inverting theM into me/ten
paraffin wax. : '4- '

(f) The jars should be placed on a' indowledge, where they
are exposed to daylight for nlost:o the day. They should-be
observed, three times n'day earlymorning.;'midday and dusk!. for
a period of 4 or 5 days,.and the colcir of4the-water in each jar'
noted,on each Occaseibn.

pliscussion:

(4) What is the purpose of the brom.thymol blue in
these jars?

(5) Why have the jars been carefully sealed?
(6) Would it be correct to,: -cell each jar an "ecosystem ".?

(7) What is the purpose of the fourth jar?
(8) .What hypothesis or hypotheses will this. experiment

test? .'

(9) For each hypothesis mentioned in (8), write a
'prediction.

6. Results:

(10) Prepare a table of your results. If they differ1from
your prediaerths, attempt 0 explain why.

(11) Haveyour hypotheses bedn'confirmed or not? Explain
in each case. .

(12) Is it'poseible to draw any conclusions
,

1.4 (i) from'your awn results?
(ii) from the class results ?'
Explain in each case.
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The Purdue University:Undergraduate Pre-Service Teacher' Education

PrOgram (UPSTEPYcommenced in the fall-of 1972. Phase I covered the

first three years of this projec t Phase IT covered the list

two years of the project 1975-78. Sixty three participants started in

the project. Four ears later thirty seven members of the original

group graduated with baccalaureate degrees in elementary education.

Of the twenty'six participants who did not complete the project,

six participants disengaged themselves from the project,Ot the freshman

level for a variety of reasons ranging from social to scholarship

,problems. Nine students transferred to other universities for economic

and/or social reasons. Three participants married, became mothers, and

dropped out of the university. Eight participants changed majors.

This probably was a consequence of the early component of the project

wherein educational science methodology (1st semester, freshman level)

and early and continued field experience with children (2nd semester,

freshman level through the end of the sixth semester, junior level) was

initiated. It is thought that this component of the project permitted

an early and continued association with.teaching.and children allowing
-e

parti.cipants to make an early assessment as to their desire to stay

with teaching as a profession. These eight participants subsequently

moved into other academic areas within the university, and lhter re-

ceived baccalaureate degrees from Purdue University.
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three Continued their'eduCation'and enrolled directly in Graduate.

''School.` Twenty one formerJUPSTEP.members secured immediat employMent

for :the.year 19767/., SeiiehmeMbers secured teaphirwpoditione.mid7.

1067-77- Three members,married-and'moved to university comMuni-

tiessuch as Ithaca, New. York, -etc. These graduates were unable'to-

obtain employment. ..Teaching positions in university communities are

always at a premix& due to the large supply of teachers who mice wives

of Graduate Students.

li

Because of'geograp ic location, grade level (PrimarilY

Z

kinder-

garten/Nursery), or lack of consent from the participants' school

principal regarding testing of students, etc. only fifteen of the

twenty-one, employed UPSTEP graduates qualified as viable candidates

for the final or In-service segment (5th year) of the project.

During Phase II,elialUation of the remaining UPSTEP participants

continued. Data was obtained from these sources: 1) UPSTEP partici-

pants (seniors - 1975-76 in1.461ved in their student-teaching experi

ences, 2) In-service teachers (UPSTEP graduates, 1976 -77), and 3)
4

Elementary school udents (students of UPSTEP In-service ache

A
1976-77). Tests were administered as follows:

UPSTEP Seniors

Pretest: Fall, 1975

a) Conceptual Systems, Test A J. Harvey)

b) Teacher Concerns Checklist (F. F. Fuller)

c) Bratt Test of Atatude Towards Teaching and

Teaching Science (M. Bratt)



ALL OPSTEP Graaaatei

Posttest: Sprincl, .1.977

*-63

a) :.Conceptuar Syhteml, (Q, j. Harvey)-

- f

b) Teacher Concerns Chocklis! (P. ,F. Fuller)

c) Bratt Test of Attitude Toards Teaching !and

Teaching Science (0':9Br
I

of,UPSTEP1In- service Teachers

, f

Students

Pretests,, Fall, 1976
43,

J

'Science Teaching Checklist (M. 001man)

Posttest: Spring, 1977

Science Teaching Checklist (M. Golman)

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTING 144STRUMENTS

ConceptUal Systems, Test A and B (0. J. Harvey)

Thek:gRAo9pt4a1 Systemis Test (see Appendix A) was developed by

0. A HAvdy (1970) as a means of identifying the belief systems

held 'by individuals, The test consists of twenty-seven items uti--

lizing a Igikert-type response sheet. Use of of the test correlates

highly (0 :91) with the, finding of the ,initial interviewers of the

test who conducted extensive and time-Npamming discussions and

interviews With individuals to assess their basi beliefs. The

test was selected'because of the expediency with which a belief

system can be identified and previously

.44

ratified correlations of
9

the instrume4 with a teacher's ingdiry techniques (MurPhy, 1970) .

,
The Concepta LAystelns Test measures or identifies four belief systems.

-

These four beiief systems range `from very concrete to very abstract.
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'Harvey describes the belief categories as follows:

System I is characterized by such_ things as high concrete-

ness of beliefs; high,a.bsolutism toward rules and roles; a strong

tendency to view the world in an overly simplistic, either-or,

black-white way; a strong belief in supernaturalism and inherent

truth; a strongly positive attitude toward tradition and authority;

the relative inability bb change set or think creatively.

System II persons are characterized as having strong negative

attitudes toward institutions, traditions, and social referents;

are low in self esteem, highest in alienation and cynicism; needs

keenly to trust and rely upon, other persons, but fearing to do so

because,of potential exploitation by others.

A System TLI belief system ins- reflected in a strong outward

emphasis upon.. friendship; interpersonal harmony, and mutual. aid;,

manipulates others through establishing dependency but gUises this

need to control. .0tilers as a desire and need to help others!

ISystem IV belief, System cmifests itself in information-

s
4,

eeking, pragmatism, high ability to change set, withstand stress,

and behave creatively_

Teacher.. Concerns Checklist (F. . Fuller)

Francis Fuller (1(1(,()) .;licniested that. ,i.n order t'.0 11.1rIleSS.

1110 Livat..ion for learning in teacher education programs, notice

should be taken of the (xpressed needs and concerns of teachers.

::he f';c> yo:; i t.N a dove lopmenta 1 t rend in types of such expressed

concorns- a:: t he p rospect i t eaher goes through education .

eifially, twO types of concerns were identified: concerns About

G9
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benefit to self and concerns about benefit to students. it was

-thus hypothesized that concerns about self are less mature than

concerns about pupil needs and the latter gradually replace the

former as the teacher progresses through teacher training.

The Teacher Concerns Checklist (TCCL) (see Appendix B) was

principally the result of Francis Fuller's efforts to assemble an

easily administrable, quickly scored instrument which'would note.

the major areas of concern of teachers. The TCCL requires approxi-

mately ten minutes to complete. The instrument itself consists of

56 Likert-scaled items. Five categories are considered. These

categories are: 1) Concerns about teaching, 2) Concerns about

personal 'adequacy, 3) Concerns about being accepted and liked by

pupils, 4) Concerns about the teaching role, and 5) Concerns' about

the needs of the students. Reliabilities of total scores incor-

porating five subscales have been established at .82. The pretest

and posttest used in this study. were identical.

Bratt Test of Attitude Towards Teaching and Teaching Science

A major component of the UPSTEP project was the humanistic

approach utilized throughoilt Phase 1 (1972-75) an&the cont 4 ued

application throu?hout Phase II (l97n-7'7). This approach consisted

of the utilization of a perManent cadre of'staff members who, in a

variety of changing roles, progressed with the participants through-

out their tour year undergraduate program. This approach continued

into4t1w,fiftli (in- :service) year. The staff constantly addressed

themselves; to the continued marriage of content acquisition, to

continued science methodology, to early and continued field

7
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experience with children, to student teaching experiences, and

applicable to the participafts' In-service teaching. This

continuous staff involvement more closely matched staff responsi-

bility to the end product - -the training of outstanding elementary

teachers in'science. This continued, involved staff teaching and

supervision with its continued close association with students and

considerations given to individual strengths and weaknesses was

studied to determine ithe impact on science-related attitudes,., The

instrument used for this part of the analysis was the Bratt Atti-

tude Test (see Appendix C). This test, also known as the BAT test,

consists of 60 intellectual and humanistic science and science

teaching attitude statements. Response to the items is on a five-

point semantic differential scale (strongly agree to strongly dis-

agree). Intellectual attitude statements were based on knowledge

pertaining to,the,teaching of science. Humanistic attitude state-

ments measured emotional feeling towards the interaction between

the teacher and student.

Science Teaching Checklist (M. Colman)

The Science Teaching Checklist (Lehman, 1969) was originally

designed to assess the inquiry teaching behaviors and interpersonal

relatiOns of student teachers as.they were involved in the teaching

of science. Ratings were made'by the students of these student

teachers. The.instrument as used in this study was a modification

of Lehman's Science Teaching Checklist (see Appendix D) by Colman

(1973) to include only those questions which assess inquiry be-

haViors of teachers. Tn the revised form a reliability coefficient
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ti

*

was ca1culatAkrto be 0.93. The scores of the students of the

UPSTEP'In-service teachers were averaged, and average was as-
.

signed to that teacher. Pretest and posttest Science Teaching

Checklist were compared and. differences noted.

RESULTS OF 0. J. HARVEY, FRANCIS FULLER, AND M. BRATT TESTS

O. J. Harvey and Fr 's, Fuller Test Results

Pre-po test comparison of scores and variation for the O. J.

Harvey Con eptual Systemsrand the Teacher Concerns Check List .

(TCCL) has 'taken a number of forms; first, as a simple comparison

of Fall (1975) and Spring (1977) means. For those subjects upon

which pre-post datd'were available (n=22), the 1975 mean conceptual

systems classification was 2.41 and 2./7 for 1977: This may be

somewhat misleading as there were no S stem II classifications for

either group. Nevertheless, a t-test for correlated data indicated

\a slight, hut.hu nonsignificant increase'o er time (t = -.97; df = 21;

p = .34 for two-tailed test, 1975 minus 1977 scores). Similarly,

a t-test (pooled variance estimate) of means for subjects who had

'taught in the interim (1114, x = 3.07, s = 1.21) as oppoSed to

those who had not) n = 16, x = 2.31, s = 1.39) was nonsignific

(t - 1.59, df 2H, p .L2).

Pre-posttest differences on all Five scales of the TCCL were

nonsignificant. Pre- and posttest group statistics and results of

t-tests for correlated data are provided in Table' One. However,

postteSt score; on two scales for students to Za taught during

the intpriM differed significantly from those who had not. In-

service tea her:; were Significantly (p'.-.01) lesE; concerned about

ti



TABLE 1

i!

TEACHER CON ERNS CHECKLIST

PRE -POST STATI TICS AND t-TESTS FOR

CORRELATED DATA (N : 22)

CONCERNS FOR: MEAN S.D. T-VALUE df 2-TAIL PROBABILITY

STUDENT ACCEPTANCE

BEING OVERWORKED

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

POWER STRUCTURE

CURRCULUM 'INFLEXIBf EITY

1975 2.545 .863

1977 2.895 f .765

1975 2.227 .887

1977 2.257 .810

1975; 3.803 .657

J9R, 3.969 .563

(1 2%742 .872

1971 2.758 .735

1975 3.090 .764

1977 3.106 . .717

-1.77 21' .091

- .16' 21 :877

-1.28 21 .215

0 21 .923

- .08 21 .937

73
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being overworked and about curriculum, inflexibility (2<.01). All

data concerning in- service and non-service group.scores and differ,'-

ences as evaluated via.t-tests, (pooled variance estimate) are

offered in Table Two., The latter finding suggests that extended

field experience leads to the attitude that intetated science

'processes can be taught under many curriculum structures. Those.

less experienced apparently tend to feel that these processes can

only be taught in the lutist-flexible of curricula.

A more revealing analysis is that. of the interelationships

oaMong the subjects' 0. J. Harvey and TCCL scores. Multiple linear

regressions (Nie et al., 1975) of TCCL subscales on O. J. Harvey

classification.(0JH) were conducted for 1975 and 1977 data. Re-
)

gression analysis for the 1975 data produced an equation which

utilized only four of the five TCCL subscales with a multiple R of

:42 (n = 27, p <.05):

OJH = .838 x Curriculum. Inflexibility

+.767 x Power Structure

-.561 x Overwork.

-.541 x Student Development .

+1.129

From these results, one might conclude that measured belief

systems conducive'to teaching integrated science processes is

associated with elatively strong concerns about curricular in-

flexibility (r = .28), power structure (r = .20), a lack of con-

ceFn for work load (r = -.02), and student development (r =-.02).

Negative regression'weights cannot be construed as strictly

75
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TABLE 2

TEACHER CONCERNS CHECKLIST

IN-SERVICE, NON-SERVICE STATISTICS*

AND t -TESTS (POOLED VARIANCE)

CONCERNS FOR:.
STUDENT ACCEPTANCE

BEING OVERWORKED

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT.

POWER STRUCTURE

CURRICULUM INFLEXIBILITY

*IN-SERVICE N --. 14

NON-SERVICE N = 16

16

GROUP MEAN

IN

NON

2.405

2.823

IN 1:856

NON 2.626

IN 3.667

NON 4.042

IN 2.548

NON 3.083

IN 2.737

NON 3.500

5.D.

.876

.799*

.565

.859

.705

:515

.939

.683

.849

.645

T-VALUE df

-1.37
28

28

-1(c8

28

-1.80 28

-2.79 28

2 -TAIL PROBABILITY

.182

.008

.105'

.082

.009



negative relationships as they serve to suppress the overestimating

positive weights. Concerns about student acceptance are totally

unrelated to belief system for the 1975 data.

A similar analysis was conducted for the:1977 data with

prisingly different results. The final regresSiOkequation for

these data included all five TCCL subscales and yielded a multiple

R of .66 (n = 30, 2<.001):

OJH = -.871 x Curriculum Inflexibility

+.512 x Student Acceptance

-.469 x Power Structure

+.293 x Student Development

-.038 x Overwork

+4.346

These results are startingly dissimilar to the 1975 findings.

Belief-systems conducive to the teaching of integrated science 'pro-

cesses for 1977 data are now related to a:characteristic lack of

regard for curriculum inflexibility (r = some need fip,r stu-,

dent acceptance (r- .02), and lack, of concern fopr prevailing

power structures (r = -.47), student development (r = -.14), and

'NO\

overwork (r = -.10). Further evidence for the disSimilarity be-

tween the two sets of relationships can be found in the fact that

the 19 data fit into the 1975 regression equation yielded a non-

siq.p.ificant multiple R (R = .007) .

What.is indicated by these-findings is that in the year that

followed graduatiOn, belief systems of subjects as a whole changed

from
) a relatively inconsistent amalgam of concerns to one which is
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certainly more consistent, and for the most paft, logically explain-

able. A troubling finding is the apparently stable lack of,'concern

.for tudent deVelopment. Despite this negative relationship, the

mean value for concerns in this area (3.B7) is not significantly

different from the value of the TCCL norm grow (3.60).

:11;

Bratt Attitude Test (BAT) .Results

Pre- and posttest measures on the BY t Attitude Test (BAT)

were available for 24 UPSTEP giaduates. Gains for intellectual an

humanistic scales were examined by means of t-tests for correlated

.4.1/

data (2-tail tests of significance). Tables Three and Four present

1975 and 1977 group statistics and t-test results for intellectual

and humanistic scales, respectively. Also provided in each table

are parallel treatments of scale components (i.et, positive and nega-

tive attitudes): All pre- and posttest comparisons we're nonsignificant.

I.clear from these results that there was nO.Substantial

change in attitudes, either towards teaching in general or towards

science teaching, during the first year after graduatiOn. 'Apparent-

ly, the attitudinal character of the group, largely engendered by

the UPSTEP program, is relatively stable.

Sciende Teaching Checklist Results

The Science Teaching Checklist (Golman, 1973) is a form that ,

assesses student perceptions of inquiry behaviors. Student data t*"

ware collected from the classes of 10 in-service teachers at the

beg&ning and end of the first year of in-service teaching. Pre-

and posttest administration group .statistics appear in Table Five.

79
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BRATT ATTITUDE TEST: INTELLECTUAL SCALE

PRE-POST STATISTICS AND t-TESTS FOR CORRELATED DATA (N = 24)

COMPONENT !CAN

POSITIVE ATTITUDES

1975.

1977

38.67

38.21

1975 32.79

NEGATIVE ATTITUDES

1977 34.63

1975 71.46
V

TOTAL

1977 72.83

SO

S. D.

4.43

5.22r
4.89

5.27

8.35

8.98

T-VALUE df 2-7AIL PROBABILITY\

.62 23 .542

- 1.65 23 .113

. 23 .363

81
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TABLE 4

HATT ATTITUDE TEST: HUMANISTIC SCALE

POST STATISTICS AND t-TESTS FOR CORRELATED DATA (N . 24)

df 2-TAIL PROBABILITY

r
IA

POSITIVE ATTITUDES

NEGATIVE' ATTITUDES

83



TABLE 5

STUDENT CONCERNS CHECKLIST

PRE AND,POST ADMINISTRATION STATISTICS

MEAN

PRETEST

S.D. N) MEAN

POSTTEST

S.D.

15.13 4.70 40 18.68 2.04 V. 37

12.59 3.88 22 17.96 2.77 22

18.55 3.22 20 18.79 2.74 19

23.13 2.45 16 24.67 1.95 15

16.90 2.87 40 18.40 2.79 57

14.84 2.85 67 20.30 2.81 74

18.11 2.69 14 17.19 3.10 16

19.40 2.38 25 17.89. 3.82 27
J

11

15.35 , 2.46 20 15:85 2.82 20

17.77 3.81 26 20.31 2.95 26

16.58 4.03 295 19.06 3.30 313

84
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1'

A t7te for correlated data shows that student perceptions of their

teachers' inquiry behavior indicate a marked increase in perceived

ffectiveness (t = 2.401, df ='"9, 11,.05, two-tailed test).
41 ,

Summary of Test Results

'44

The collective findings of these previous investigations

'demonstrate a distinct developmental pattern. Although the

overall attitudinal character of UPSTEP graduates did not change

significantly in the first year after gradiation,.specifio don-
,

cerna with r6sgiebt to teaching did tend to unify into a more con-

sistent system of beliefs. This system is typified by the theore-

tidal formulations of the 0. J. Harvey ConceptualSYstems Test.

Concurrent with this Unification is an apparent increase in the

ability to teach integrated science skills as perceived by the

students of in-service teachers.

v

INQUIRY'EVALuATIONS

Each UPSTEP In-service participant (N = 15) submitted one

tape per week over a year's period (1976-77). This approximates

,24 In-service tapes = twelve per semester. Each tape submitted

was interpreted by'each participant as the best lesson.taught'that

week.

These In-service tapes (total. of 348 tapes) were evaluated by

two trained tape reviewers. The two trained tape reViewerswere

former public school teachers, one of whom holds a M.S. Degree and

the other evaluator holds and Ed. S. Degree in Education. .These

reviewers previously evaluated approximately 150 Pre -sex Ice tapes

85
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recorded during the UPSTEP participants' student-teaching experi -'

ence. These Pre-service tapes were eval .ted utilizing an inter-

action analysis science teaching i t (G. Hall, see Appendix

E). Thus, it wa felt that this Lnvolvement establtsheith the

tape evaluators a I grounded and consonant measure of validity

and reliability to.evaluate the subsequent Inquiry evaluation

)
.f

i

tapes.

Initially the In-se ice participants wererequested.to sub-

mit lessons only in the area of science. Because of numercius con-

straints such as grade level and curriculum variations of contri

buting schools, this was not always feasible.' While the majority

of submitted lessons were,from the area of science (approximately

,many lessons were from-the area of social studies, reading, #

language arts, etc. (approximately 48). This presented_the parti-

cipants, with an interesting_cballenge. Science and' social studies

tend themselves most readily-to Inquiry instruction. This is not

4
necessarily true'of other areas of the currioculum. The over-all

s

Average Inquiry Rating assigned by the tape evaluators was 4.40 for

,those }lessons identified as science and 1.47 for those, lessons

identified as non;-science.

The evaluated tapes were analyzed to determine the level of

inquiry teaching practiced by the UPSTEP In-service participants,

see Table. Six - nquiry Evaluations, Participants, Yearly Average'

1976-77. Inqu b4tng defined as the process'o*seeking infor-
,=

4

matioh directed towards the resolttion=of a problem. Inquiry,

further defined, is that profess which fosters the-development of

86 14
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creative, innovative, independent thinkers who, when confronted

.4.4 with a problem, exhibit an autonomous search behavior reflecting

theiCr own criteria'for assessing the value, accuracy, and rele-

Vance of their ideas.

The tape evaluators recorded data in fourteen discrete cate-

gories of an optical-scan sheet. At the conclusion of the optiCal-

scan flirting of each tape the tape evaluator, on a scale of 1-10

(ten being an excellent rating), assigns to the lesson her assess-

ment of the general inquiry climate of the lesson. At the end of

each tape aluation, the tape evaluator submits to the participant

a general statement as to her reaction to the lesson, constructive

criticisms, and suggestions for improvement.

Tie, optical -scan sheets were'then fed into the computer uti-

lizivga predetermined criteria (see Inquiry Nikestions and Answers
fp.

Program Behavior Categories, DeVito/Mazzuca, AppendiX F)., Program

output is divided into three major categories: 1) Perce tageof
1

time spent in questioning_ and answers, leading the student (tehcher

giving directions, instructions, etc.), lectur4ing (dirept exposition),

student-to-student interaction (experimentation; data c61.1ecting,

,etc.), and non-inquiry behaviors (disciplinei classroom announce-
,

ments, etc.). '2) Number of each type of teacher question. These

are divided into flVe areas-e4losed recall questions (memory-type,
-

convergent), open rfecall questions (divergent), reasoning questions,

evaluative questions, andaffectiVequestions. And, 3) Descriptive.

and evaluative computer,statemehts.

A computer printout for each, lesso was returned to each participant

87
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noting constructive.remarkS offered by'the director: Table Six,

Inqui7 Evaluation reflects a summary of the participants' yearly

-average for all tapes in all fourteen categories plds a summary of

descriptiVe and evaluative computer St ements. The' participants

were ranked by the tape evaluators as to the lesson's inquiry.
140

eating (see .IR column, Tattle Si,x) :

Significant Interplapations of Table Six - Inquiry Evaluations,

Participants' yearly Averages 76-77

An analylts of the 348 inquiry tapes evaldated revealed that

the UPSTEP participants' tapes averaged '27 minutes in length and

that the participants av4raged 1.56 questions per minute, over all
os

lessons. Students were ranked by the tape evaluators as the inquiry

level of their instruction. The.average inquiry rating (IR) was

4.46 On a scale of 1 to 10, ten rated as excellent. 'Seven parti-

PantS scored above 4.46. Eight participants scored below 4.46:

Observations of the top seven participants' average scores compared

to the grand average revealed that these participants taught shorter

lessons but provided longer pe ods of directions to accompany such

instTuction. In general, the t partiipants asked fewer ques-

tions, in particular fAwer recall stions. However, they did

ask more affective, convergent, and eva questions than their

counterparts. Also, these top'uarticipants lead their classes.more

than they lectured, plus'their classes reflected higher frequen-

Cies of student -to- student 'verbal interactions.
4

#

This assessment wasdg rived from comparing each and every par-

ticipant to the graf;d average and determining the number of

ss



TABLE 6

INQUIRY EVALUATION PARTICIPANTS'" YEARLY AVERAGE 76-77 *

PARTI-

CIPANT TIME IR

PERCENT OF TIME ENGAGED IN: UES &
DLB/

LB

DC/

PC

CON'/

DIV
Q&A DIR LECT SI NIA CR OR REA AFF EVA

Wo 23.9 6.51 52.98 22.03

,

4.50 16.28 4.22 34.75 10.21 20.05 2.34 ,75 1,32 .48 3.19

Hi 29.13 5,71 38,11 25.72 4.61 31.35 .99 17.59 9.50 7.88 4.21 .33 17.02' .24 1.76

Ho 28,25 5.63 484/ 19.76 5.57 24:51 2.50 117,75 6,17 4.25 2.50 1.29 1.86 ,98 2.13

RI 19.0 5.38 56.79 16.10 6.72 15.68 4,69 18.71 5.50 12.21 .75 .34 1.13 .46' 1,13
1..

,

Lo, 26.4 5.17 41.84 15.54 4.83 36.02 2.02 7.71 6.09 12.87 6.38 1.46 12.57 , .20 0.64

Ep 23.75 5 3 41.75 26.84. 5,06 23.90 2.47 10.21 7.88 8.17 1.96 .438 12.92 .45 2.39

1

'B1 22.71 4.88. 40.36 15.19 9.61 32.50 2.35 1'.38 3.75 7.13 3.88 1.09 .95 .44 .92

Ca 36.38 4.36 5.52 22.36 12.11 8.91 4.11 48,13 9.30 28.25 .75 .17 .96 .59 3.21

Cl 30.05 4.17 48.59 13.59 3.81 27.71 6.31 31 4.13 16.59 .21 .33 .99 .72 2.40

.
Sm, P. 27.88 4.13 47.83 19.39 7.54 24.11 1.13 15.34 ,5.92 12.29 1.67 .15 13.84 .32 1.41

Nu 29.29 4,.02 52.94. 16.51 15.10 13.28 2.19 14.33 4.03 5.28 2.46 1.00 .92, ,60 1.19

St 29.33 4,00 46.15 14.42 &9.65 26.53 3.22 21.92 3.58 9.92 1,42 0 .67 ..46 1.92

e.x
Wi 22.42 3.28 62.34 9.53 7.30 13.58 4.04 17,33 2.17 11167 3.25 .04 .64 .39 3.76

So 30.29 2.96 37.62 15.25 6.94 17.18 23.00 35.25 15:29 10.25 (.96 .46 1.10 .34 2'.17..

Sm, C. 27.40 1.56 60.95 10.10 17.75 7.44 3.76 21.67 4.89 7.11 1.00. 0 .86 .38 1.75

GRAND

TOTAL
406.18 66.89 728.96 262,33 121.14 318.98 67.0 323.87 98.41 169.92 33.74 7.77 67.75 7,05 29.98

GRAND
.

.

AVERAGE 27.08 4.46 48.60 17.49 8.08 21.27 4,47 21.60, 6.56 11.33 2.25 .52 4.52 .47 2.00

BASED
_

* ON 348

TAPES (23 tapes per participant)

EVALUATED

89 90
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401

,excesses above the average in oach category for. the top seven as

opposed to the bottom seven. In one category Conv/Div (Conver-

gent/Divergent Questions), below 2.00, the lower the stated value

the better the, rating. Thus, in this category a reduced value

was rated as a plA.

Table Seven, UPSTEP Participants' Inquiry Ratings as ranked

by Tape Evaluators is a compilation of additional ratio calcu-

lations. These are: Ratio of Lecturing/Questions and Answers,

Ratio of Student Interaction/Questions and Answers, and Ratio of

ReasoninqQuestionS/Total Ouestions. Additional, summations as to

the Total Number of Questions, Total Questions/Time, Total Number

of Reasoning, Affective and Evaluative Questions, arid Total of

Affective and Evaluative Questions were added/ 'Previous accumu-
,

. .

lated ratio,aata as to DLB/LEyand Con4/Dim,were retained. Also,

tape evaluators were identified, grade levels listed, and 0. J.

Harvey Classifications for each participant recorded. It was felt

that this criteria would provide a more detailed profi f

Inquiry Teaching. 4,TabIe "Seven retained the tape evaluators rank

ordering as to the gned Inqui Rating (IR).

Table Eight UP articipants' Inquiry Ratifig as, ranked by
.

Computer Analysis portrays a new ranking'based on the Table,VII

criteria. Using the group average from Table VII as a pivotal

measure, each participant was compared to this base measure in all

ten categories. In the comparibbn of individua

scores to the, group average in the columns Rati

ticipant's

SI/Q and A,

tio of-Reas/Total.Ques., 41.DLB/LB and DC/PC, a higher score than

I



TABLE 7

UPS'1EP PARTICIPANTS' INQUIRY RATING AS RANKED BY TAPE EVALUATOR

PARTI-

CIPANT

'TAPE

EVAL

AV

INQ

RATING

GRADE

LEVEL

O.J.

HARVEY IECT/

CLASS

RATIO

OF

Q&A

RATIO

OF

SI/'

Q&A

TOTAL

NO.

OF

QUES

TOTAL

QUES

DIVIDED

BY

TIE

RATIO

OF

REAS /

TOTAI

QUES

TOTAL

OF TOTAL

REAS +1

AFF + AFF

EVAL

OF

&

EVAL

DLB/

LB

DC/

PC

CONY/

DIV

Wo ,

Hi

Ho

Ri

Lo

Ep

81

Ca

Cl

Sm, P.

Nu

St

Wi

So

Sm, C.

Vicki

Andrea

Vicki

Vicki

Andrea

Andrea

Andrea

Vicki.

Andrea

Andrea

Andrea

Andrea

Vicki

Andrea

6.51

5.71

5.0

5.11

5.17

13

88

36

4.17

4.13

4.02

4.0

3.28

2.96

1,56

1st

3rd-,

6th

2nd

7th

N/K

6th

4th

'5th

6th

3rd

6th

3rd

4th

1st

I

I

V (3-4)

t

I

III

V (1-3 ?4

-

I

III

I

I

I

-

.08

. 12

.12

.12

.12
,

.12

24

.24

.08

.16

.28

.21

.12

.18

.29

.31

.82

-.51

128

.a6

.57

.81

.17

.57

.50

.2.5'

.51

.22

.46

.12

68.1

39.51

31.96

37.51

34.51

28,6

27.23

86.6

53,05

35.35

27.1

36.84

30.46

62.2

34,67

2.9

1.4

1 l'.1

2.0

1.3'

1.2

1.2

2.4

1,8

1.3

.93

1.3

1.4

2.1

1.3

.29

.20

.13

.33

.38

.29

.26

.33

.31

.35

.19

.27

.25

.16

21

23.14 .3.09

12.42

8.04

13.3

20.71'

10.51

12.1

29.17

17.12

15.21

8.74'

11.34

10.96

'11.67

8.11

4.54

3.79

1.09

7,84

2.34

4.97':

.92.

.54

2.92

3.46

1.42

3.29

1.42

1.0

1.32

17.02

1.86

1.13

12.5

12192

:(15

.96

.99

13.84

p.92

.67

.64

1,1

.86'

8

4

.98'

.46

.20

.45

.44

.59

,,172

.32

,.60

.46

.39

.34

.38

3.19 1

1.761

2.13

1.13

.64

2.39

.92

3..21

2.4

1.42

1.19

1.92

3.76

2.17

1.75
GROUP

. A,

AVERAGE
4.46

4

.17

.4'-1".5444.21m1;7min.29
4---,

. 2.
,-2

.44

.32

42.2

.

38.3

1 6

per min.

1.4

per min

.26

.22

14.17

16 17

10.16

2.8

3.2

4.52

6.36

.$4

.47

.49

.43

2.30

1.91

2.16

AVERAGE OF TOP

TEN PARTICIPANTS

:

,

AVER OF BOTTOM

FIVE PARTICIPANTS

r

I



TABLE 8

UPSTEP PARTICIPANTS' INQUIRY RATINGS AS RANKED USING COMPUTER ANALYSIS

-PARTI-

CIPANTS

TAPE

EVAL

AV

INQ

TING

Y EVAL

GRAD1

LEVEL

047.

HARVEY

CLASS

RATIO

OP

LECT/

Q&A

RATIO TOTAL

OF NO

SI/ OF

Q&A QUES

TOTAL

QUES/

TIME

Wo Vicki 6.51

Lo Andrea 5.17

C1 Vicki 4.i7'

Sm, P. Andrea 4.13

Hi Andrea 5.71

Ca Vicki 4.36

Ho Vicki 5.63

Ri Vicki 5.38

Ep Andrea 5.13

B1 Andrea 4.88

Nu Andrea, 4.02

St Andrea 4.0

So Vicki 2.96

Wi Andrea 3.28

Sml C. 'Andrea 1.56

GROUP AVERAGE 4.46

AVERAGE OF TOP,

'SIX PARIIC PANTS

AVER OF BOTTOM

IVE PARTICIPANTS

DIFFERENCE

1st

7th

5th

6th

3rd

4th

6th

2nd

N/K

6th

3rd

6th

4th

3rd

1st

I

.08

.12

:08

.16

.12

,12

.12

.12

.12

.86

.57

.50

.82

1

.57

.81

.57

.46

68.1

53.05

86.6

MI

awl

62.2

2,9

1,8

NO

2.4

MP

2.0

OP.

2,1

RATIO

Og

REAS/

TOTAL

Qjp

2.9

.38

.31

`.35

3

.33

.29

.26

.27

MI

TOTAL

OF

REAS +

AFF +

EVAL

40

TOTAL

OF I DLB/

AFF & LB

EVAL

23.141.09

20.71 7.84

17.12

15.21 r.)92

MO

29.17

DC/

PC

CONV/

DIV

HORI2

CORE

OMP

IR

4,54

NE,

3.79

4.97

3.46

3.29

12,57

13.84

17.02

12.92

.48

72

.59

.98

.60

1.42

1,76

.92

1,

7

7

7

5

5

4

4'

4

1.92

1..75

3

3

1

17 44 42.2 1.6

er min

126 14.17 2.8, 4.52 .47 2.00 4,4

.75 19,63 3.3 7.78 .43 2.10 6.3

.32 :32

.19 .22

38.3 1)4
min

14:6 .5

peromin

.22 10.16 84 .43 2.16 2.4

.53 9.47

94

644 0 .06' 3,9
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the group average was rated as a plus. score. A lower rating than

' the group average in the columns designated as Ratio of Lect/9,

and A and Conv/Div was'rated a minus score. The'accumulated

number of pluses comprise, the recorded aggregate Horizontal Scote

Compilation IR for each participant. ThoSe with the most favor-
, I, .,

able accumulatiye scorns in the ten categories wet'e re-ranked

11

underthe column marked Horizontal Score Computer Inquiry Rating:

'Seven of the top ten Computer IR ranked participantq! scores dor-

related Well with the tape evaluators' IR.rating scores. The

bottom five participants' computer IR scores correlated exactly

with the tape evaluators' IR ratings.
9

In the fall, of 1977 a comparison was made between the UPSTEP

participants (experimental group, N = 15) and traditionally, trained,

senior,, pre-seryice elementary education majors (control group,

24). During their student teaching expetience, the control

group was asked to submit audio -taped recordings of five weekly

lessons. Each lesson Was to represent their best effort forthat,

particular week. The twenty four participants in the control group
'-,-

.submitted a total ninety seven tapes. These lessons were analyzed.

by the previously. trained UPSTEP tape evaluators using the same

UPSTEP criteria for optical scan plotting and computer analysis.

2\

Table 9, Computer Analysis - Comparing UPSTEP Group averages (ex-'

perimental)' tp Control Group average xecords.a comparison of the.

UPSTEP Group using the average of each participants first three
_ .

tapes plus the average of the yearly-total of 348 tapes or approxi-

mately 23 tapes per participant.

96



TABLE 9

COMPUTER ANALYSIS COMPARING UPSTEP GROUP AVERAGES (EXPERIMENTAL) TO CONTROL GROUP: AVERAGE
rt

Nmm.m......,....,111,01....m..!.

GROUP

t

'

TIME

(Min.)

PERCENT'OF---------
Q&A' DIR

J

TIME ENGAGED IN

I

NIA°

f
.

TYPE Og,UES & FREQ DLB/

LB

DC/

PC

CONV/

OIV.,LECT SI CR OR REA: UP ,EVA

UPSTEP (N415)

(based ,on

348 tapes)

,

UPSTEP (N=15)

(based on

45 tapes)

CONTROL (N=24)

(based on

97 tapes)

27.1

4

.

23.2'

20.97

.

,

48:§

.

52,5'

49,94

17.5

20.5

19.18

8,08

,

,

6:0

14.78

21.27

.,

16:7

6.47

4.47

,

2.:5

11.98

,

21.6

1

19.2

33.7

6,56

,

9,4

4.2

.

11.33

10.0

7.1

,

1.

2.25

2.1

,

.94

.52

1.0

.29

4,52,

3.5

.90

.

.47

I

0.4

.37

2.00

1

,

1.2

7.71

97

1 CO

98 \-

Ui
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summary review of Table 9 revea16..that in the "Percent

of Time Engaged. In" area the CPSTEP participants lectured less,

generally spent less time giving directions, and spent ah'equiva-

lent amount of time engaging in-.questioning and answering ques-__

tions coMpared to their counterparts in the 'control group.'

,Signifipantly,the UPSTEP participants allowed more time for

student-to-student interaction (experimentation, 'data-collection,

etc.) than the control participants. Also,the. UPSTEP partici-
.

pants engaged in a significantly lessr amount of time 'for non-

inquiry activities.

Io
In the "Type of QuestiOn and FrequencY" area the UPSTEP

..participants used much less Closed Recall questions (CRi, memory

type, convergent type, etc.), much more Open Recall qUestions (0i,

divergent), Reasoning, Affective,and Evaluative questions than .

the control participants.

In the "Descriptive and Evaluative Computer - Statement" area

the UPSTEP participants lead their,students more than they lebture

to them (DLB/LB, Discrete Le der Behavior to Lecture Behavior) at
. ,

a much higher ratio than the control participants. In the.Delayed

Closure to Prompt Closure area (DC /PC) the UPSTEP participants

showed little difference' from the control participants. The Con-
.

vergent Question to Divergent Question ratio (Conv/Div) showed
1

the UPTEP participants to use much less Convetgent questioning

than the control partigipahts. With divergent questioning giiviewed

as a promoter of creative, thinking, thip action is.interpreted

an asset for the UPSTEP'patticiRants:
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A'niummaryprofileHOF an OPSTRPpaiticiphnt Araduatn might

be reflected in the following. description:

A person exposed to the Purdue University UPSTEP
model treatment,lectureslesS, spends less time in the per-
functory tasks o4f teaching, quickly gets on -with the task
of teaching,.allows students-to become 'thoroughly invOlved
in the learningprocess,iconsisteritly ask higher level
questions, and consistently',ask divergent questions to
stimulate_pigher level thought.

Summary Comments

Anecdotal plus statistical data appear to support thedbn-

clusion that the integrated inquiry approach to the teaching of

science to prospective elementary' teachers is superior to a frag-

.

mented bits, and- pieces approach to science instruction, _It would

be difficult to argue tiat early, continued, and varied field.

experiences with children tied to appropriate integrated science

instruction buttressed by oontinued pedogogical Methodology would,

-
not be superior to iSolated,science'Content.acquiSition, toppgd

1

bya science Methods. course,4nd followed by a student teaching_

experience.

If science instruction in the elementary schOol is to be

proved and if inquiry, as a technique for instruction in science
a

and otheareas'Of the curriculum is deemed &sizable, this model
0

or a similar model of instruction( will neect-to be impleme ted.
-.

Inquiry cannot be acquired by osmosis: -It-must be taught and
r,.

practiced by the instructor. lt,mustAbe pdticed by the learner.
J V
T14, it must be taught by the learner in-the role of an instructor.

6 r
1

Inquiry instruct -ion cannot be accompltshed in a one or two semester
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course. }nstructiou in 'inquiry must start early in the' pre- service

edUcation of prospective elementary teachers. And, itymust be

Cultivated and practiced- slowly over time.-Tbere are few short

cuts.

The PurdueUniversity model prOide.$ a Mechanism. It also

NproVides some - supportive data that the model wo/54a. It does not,

however, proyide people. And, people make f,he model work. The

model demands cooperation between, vested parties.. The hodel de-

mands sacrifices frilom areas previously deemed sacrosanct. New
o

,

priorities must be established., Sometimes these sacrifices are

-At,the expense of expansive science content coverage. Uppermost,

the model-demands strong leadership. If the Purdue University

UPSTEP model is -to be, successfully implemented and maintained,

it

4

will require a program chairperson whO, in. -concert with the

rticipating faCulty; constantly monitors the components, of the

model to maintain the totality of the goals of this approach to

learning Paramount to the goals is the goal of creating indivi-

duals who themselves are creative, innovative, independent

thinkers who'can teach children to be likewise.
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APPENDIX A

PERSONAL OPINION SCALE*

.Scalp\ A-

The following isa"stuay of what 'the general public thinks and feels
about a number of important social and p rsonal questions. The lest;
answer to each statement below is your ersonal opinion. We have tried

, to cover many different and opposing points of view: you May find risr:-.

delf agreein4 strongly with some of'the statements, disagreeing jut'as
strongly with others; and perhaPs.uncertain.about others; whether you
agree or disagree with any statement, you can be sure that many people
feel the same as you c19 ,

Pleas mark ea,41 statement in the parenthesis..fdllowing the question
assigning value from l'to 5, depening on how-you feel i9 each case.

1 = I agree.completely,
2i= I agree mostly (i.e.., more than disagree) :

3/'=.I agree and disagree about equally
4 = I disagree mostly (i.e., more than agree)
5 = I disagree complet

Ithink. I have more friends than most people I know. ( )

2. Contribu ing to human welfare is.the most satisfying human

It
,ndeavo .. ( )

1 .. .

3. No man can ,be fully successful, in life without.belief or 9rh
in divine guidance. ( )

4. I feel like telling other people off when 1 disagree with them.

5. I like to criticize people who are in a position of authority.

6. I to join clubs or, social groups. (

7. Any written work that I do I like to have precise, neat-and well
organized. (

.

8. It is saf t to assume that all people have a vicious streak and it
will coMe oa when they are given a chance. ( )

9. I like to have my meals organized and a definite time set aside for
( ,)

. . .

10., I like to do things with my friends hther.than by myself: ( )

11. I like to help other people who are ess fortunate than I am.- ( )

12. I like my friends to confide in me and to tell me their
'troubles. .( )

0.. J. Harvey, CST-A 2/71

1 03
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13. I. liise to have my work organized and planned b
it. ( . )

fore beginning

4st

14. feel like malting fun of people who do. things ghat I° regard as
upid. ( ')

15. Sin is but a c \ltural concept bait by man. (

16. I.like to keepfity things neat and orderly. on desk or
workspace. (40)

17. "I believe that to attain my. goalsit is only n cessary for me to
live as God would have me live. (

18, I like to form new friendships. (

19. These iays a person lesn't.really know

20. Politicians have to/bribe people. (

21. I li to start conversation.

22. 1.ffteel like getting revenge when someone insui me..

If

whom e cau count on. -(

1'

23. I like to sympathize with my friends when thy, are hurt or
sick. ( )

24. I like to plan and organize the details of y work-I undertalte.

35. Guilt resultsrfrom, violation of God's law.

26. I like to give lOts of parties. )

27. rqike to make as many friends as I can.
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PEIRSONAIrOPININ SCALE *.

Scale 8.
.

'The followin4 is a study ofyhathhe general public thinks aria-feels
'about a number o'fliMpOrtant social and. personal questions. The best `'o
-answer to each statement-below is your personal opinion., We-have tried
to cover many different and Opposing points,of view: yeiCrilay

f
f nd,your

i

self agreeing strongly.with some of the statements,diS,Agreeing just as.
strongfy, with others, and perhald uncertain -about. oth4Fsi.whether you,

, .

,agree or disagree with any. statement, you can be Aure that many. people
feel the same as you..do ',. . .'

Please mark each statement in the paredthesis following the question
assigning a value from 1 to-5-,depending on how you feel in each'case.',

= I agree completely.
-2 = I74,agree mostly more' than disagree)
3 I agree.aAd disagree About equally
.4 = I disagree mostly (i.e., more than agree),

' 5. I disagree, .completely

1. II like to.meet new people. ( )"

2. I'feel like telling'other people off when I disagree with them.

3. I like to help my friends when they are in trouble. ( )

A. I always like for other people to tell' me their problems. (

5. *I like to criticize people who Are in a position.of authority. (

6. I feel at home with almost everyone and like to partipipate in what
the are doing. ( )

'8 of

In the final analysise-rents in the world will ultimately be in line
with.themasterTlan of God. ( )

The dictates ofrone's,-religion should be followed with trusting
faith )

9, f:like to keep my letters, bills,:arWother papers neatly arrangd.,_
and filed according to some system,..( )

Most people' can still be depended upon to come through in a pinch.

1r. I like.to.do things with. my Iriends.rether than by myself. ( )

' 12. I like to have a place for everything and everything in its place.

13. I. enjoy very, much being .a part of .a. groUP.

* Harvey CST-B -2/71
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14 . I likes to 'have my life so. arran

out much, change in* plans. ( -)

15. 'I enjoy making sacrifices
others. ( ) J v

6- I feel iiksl_making fun, of people who ao things
stupid. ,( )

d'thift it-runs smoothly ands with-

.

,the Sake of the happiness o

17. I prefer 'to

I ..find that

.suitable to
8.

N.

that I ltegard as

do things alone, rather than with my friehds.

a well - ordered mode of life with regUlar hours is
My perSonaIity. ( )

19. There are some things which God. Will never permit man to know.

26. I feel like getting r enge when someone has insulted me. ( )

I'm. a very sopill person who gets along eas,ily with nearly
evryone. C. )

22. 1 like to treat ether people with kindness and sympathy'.
( )

N ,

23., I tlbn't like for things to be uncertain and unpredictable. ( ). .

24. Ypu ,sOmetimes can't help wondering whether anything's worthwhile
anymore. ( )

' 25. The way to peace in the world. is through ,religion.
.

26. Anyone whO complete/1r trusts anyone,else is asking for trouble...;
A

27.' Marriage is a divine institution', for the glorificagon of Gad. y

C

1.0 6
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APPENDIX

TEACHER 'CONCERNS CHECKLIST
,

Frances F. Fidler

Research and-Development Center for-Teacher Education
The,,Unlveksity of Texas at Austip1

DIRECTIONS: This. checklist is designdh to
cerned about at different points in.kheir-
no right .or wrong answer; each person' ha

enlore whAt,teachers are con-
areers. There are, of,course,
his or herown,)concerns.

Sometimes people are tempted:to answer questions like these 'interms of
'what they think they should be concerned about or ,expedt to be concerned
about in the 'future.' Tl 18, is not-what is wanted' here. We would like to
know. only what you. are tually concerned about NOW.

On the 'following pageeyouwilI find statements, aboUt some concerfis-you
'might hare now. Read eacih statement. Then ask yourself: WHEN I THINK.
ABOUT TEACHING, AM.I CONCERNED ABOUT 'THIS?

.
. ) .,' .

. . ,

If you
a

are not concerned about thatnow, 'the statemen, does not apply,
. .

write the number "1" in the box

: If you area little concerned, writeathe number "2" in the bb

If yoU:areitiode;ately concerned, write the number ."3" in the box.

If you are very concerned, write tie number "4" in the,box.
.

Andif yoUlare totai.11/reoiccupied with the concern, write the number "5"
in the'tok.

Be sure to, answer every item. Begin 1y completing the following:-
ft.

1. Name Male Female Age

2. -Circle the one that best describes your teaching experience:

1. No education courdes and no
f9rmal classroOm obserkration
Or teaching experience

2. EducatiOn courses but lib
formal 'observatioA,or
teaching experience.

3., EducatiOn coursers' and obser-
vation experience but no
teaching'

. If you are a student: FreshmAn
Senior Graduate

4. Presently": ;student teaching,.

5. completed 'Sludent teaching

Presently. an4nsekvide.
teacher

Sophombre . Junior

';
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,V

4. The grade level you plan to teach (if student) or are now teaching
(if-inservice): Preschoei 'Elementary , Jurrior'High
College . Other

If /currently teaching: Average number of students you. teach per
class:

WHEN I THINK ABOUT TEACHING, AM I CONCERNE ABOUTT4IIIS?

For each statement below, decide which-of the fol owing answers best
applied to you now. Place the number of the answer 4.ri the box 'at the
left of the statement. Please be as accurate as you can.

Not concerned

l2

4 1

Very concerned

A litae concerned

5

. Lack of respect of some
students

Totally preoccupied_

. Standards and regulations., I

set for teachers

. Selecting and teaching
content well

II 4. The mandated curriculum is
not appropriate for all
Students

1

1 5. Whither students are learn-
ing what they should

Moderately
concerned

12. Lack of instructional
materials

[1.3. Rapid rate of curriculum and
instructional change

[114. Feeling under pressure too
much of the time

15. Frustrated by the routine and
inflexibility of the situation

116. Becoming too personally in-
volved with students

Maintlaining the a ropriate
degree of class control6. Whether the students really

like me or not

. Increasing students' feel-
ings of accomplishment

1 17

8. The nature and quality of
instructional materials

ill] 9. Whore

__110. Acceptance as a friend by
students

. Understanding the principal's
policies

_ 20. The wide ,range of student
stand as a teacher achievement

2. .Dolng well when a supervisor
110. Motivating.students to study -- 1

0 is present

_I11. Working productively withL 1 122. Meeting the needs of differ-
other teachers ^ent kinds of students

_v 1 0 S
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WHEN I.THINK ABOUT TEACHING, AM I CONCERNED ABOUT THIS?
4

. Being fair and impartial

Diagnosing student learning
problems

Getting a favorable'evalu-
ation of mi teaching

I 126. Being asked personal ques-
tions'by my students .

I127. Too mahy noninstructional
duties

13

Insuring that students grasp
subject matter fundamentals.

Working with too many stu-
dent's eech day

Challenging unmotivated
students

, The values and attitudes of
the current generation

132. Adapting myself to the needs
of different students

33. Whether students can apply
what they learn

1. Assessing and replSrting stu-
dent progresS

53. Lack of academic freedom
.

. Chronic absence and dropping
out,of students

r-144. Teaching required content to
students of varied background

55 .'Student Use *drugs

. Fee4ng more adequate as a
teacher

[1147. Guiding students toward in-
tellecttial and emotional
growth

114 Being accepted and respected
by professional persons

[--I49. Adequately presenting all of
the required material .

. Slow progress of certain

, 134. Understanding the philosophy
of the school

135. Students who disrupt. classes

I136. Instilling worthwhile con-
cepts and values

57. 110w student feel about me

[18. Student health and nutrition
problems that affect
learning

The psychological climate of
the school

0. Clarifying the limits of my
authority and responsibility,

students

. My ability to present ideas
to the class

52. Helping'students to value"'
learning

. Whether each student is getting
what he needs

[--154. Increasing my proficiency' in
content

5 ,

5. Recognizing the social and
emotional needs of students

r--k. The wide diversity of student
ethnic and socioeconomic back-
grounds

Please use the back of this page for
any comments. These may be about the
questionnaire in general, about spe-
cific items or about any additional
concerns you may have. .
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APPENDIX

WHAT IS YOUR4ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHING AND

TEACHING SCIENCE?

There are some'statements about teaching science and teaching in
general, on the next few, pages. Some statements are about a person's
feelings about tle role of a teacher. Some statements describe how
teachers should teach.. You may agree with some of the statements and
you may disagree with others. That is exactly jhat you are asked to do.
By doisng this, you will show your attitudes toward science teaching and
teaching in general.

After you have carefully read a statement, ddcide whether you agree
or disagree with it. If you agree, decide whether you agree mildly or
strongly. If' you disagree, decide whether you disagree mildly or strong-
ly. Then find the space on the answer sheet that 'agrees with your feel-
ings and blacken it.

A = If 'you agree strongly,
B = If you agree mildly
C = If you disagre6 mildly
D = If you disagree strongly;

Example:

00. I would like to make lots /of money.

C

(The por,46n who marked this example agrees strongly that he would
like Ji "06.ke lots of money.)

Please respond to each statement and blacken only the space.. that agrees
with your feelings.

Please do not mark in the test booklet.

110
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WHAT IS YOUR iyi'T'ITUDE" TOWARDS TEACHING SCIENCE?

"tr
1. One fact elementary children_ should learn is that the air is;y,

approximately 20% oxygen.

2. Teachets should plan, and grade science assignments.

3% Most children should be able to,interpret a graph--at-least-!by the
sixth,grade.

4. Students should design their own science projects!-

5% The rode of the teacher is to present concepts for the students to
learn. 1.

6. ,A teacher should be a resource person rater than an information
giver in science.

. 7: I should learns much as the students when I teach.

8. I do not understand science, and I do not want to teach

9. The students sTiciild'progress.through- science in the sequence I set
up.

10. The teacher should tell the children What they hhve to 1,,earnand"
know.

11. It should be more important to'establish a personal relationship
with students than worry about the subject matter'I transmit.'

12. In teaching science, a teadfir might spend more time listening to
the children than talking to them.

13. Students should not grade their own science projects.

14. The teacher should help the student find ways to attain his own
goals,sbut not set. them up for him.

Process skills are very important things to be developed in the
elementary grades.:.

16. The teacher should have top priority in decision making over
students.

17. The teachet should respond to the student rather than the student
responding to the teacher,

18. Students heed to know the basic facts of science before they can
understand the concepts.
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,
19. Children'must.leayn certaLia. faCts in elementary scho?1 so theyocan

do well in jior-high school.
?2,4. :-

. - ,A._

20. Students shOUT4 feel that they can sit and discass_any subject at--with,x,;) any time 'a te'acher I .-

21. I underStand science a want to teach it.

22. Teachers should be 'Solely responsible for assigning student grades .
in science, -

(t

23. In Scien , children must be told what tt y are to learn..

24.- Students 'Can and should learn to evaluate themselves; teachers
should help 4dents dip this. -,.t.

'..
.

25. The teacher uld teach the basic processes of science such as
observing, measurin4, and classifying in the elementary school.

26. Teachers should teach their specialities.

27. Students and teachers should both be free to express their views
in theclassroom.

28. Thereds of students are irrelevant to teachi4g; students don't
know what they should know.

I

29. As children experiment, the te#cher.should act'as a guide by
asking leading questions.

30. Science is pretty easyto understand.

31. Students should feel that they may discuss their personal goals in
a subject matter area with any teacher.

32. Process skills are the most important things:to be developed by
children in scidnce.

33. The teacher should assign science projects to students.

34. I like science, and I probably am/will be a better science teacher
than most other elementary teachers.

35. Students learn best to make decisions when they are given the
opportunity to make decisions)

A

36. I am afraid to teach science because I can't do the experiments
myself.

37. The teacher should be accountable for a student's knoWledge in
science.
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Sa. I 'just never Will understand science.,

:., . .s, - q

39. Students encl.-teachers should both respect the knowledge, resource-: , ,4'
.

r-fulness and-creativity of each other.
:r-4.

.

1 ., .

-40. . A teacher ,should . teach the basic feats of science...

4l. 'Teachers should cover specific area` =in sci nce in each grade.

42., The idea o tee4ing science 'care's 'me.
e

,,-

'43. ,Teachers sho ld tell students abbut experiments. k
,r.

ici

44. Students should feel that what they have to say in clast.eas just
---,----,

.,)

(4'S important as*What the teacherSlieve.to say.
,-

.

- c,

45 Students should not plan theirOwn, caence projects.

46. If an experimeht does not comeAlif rig etX:he teacher should tell.
the children the answer so they rr-11- e*

47. Students should learn to ev9Iuate their own science, projects.

48, It is a teacher's responsibility to tell chijidren which things are
important about science.

49. I do/will not teach very much science

50. Elementary children should learn how to control variables An an
experiment.

51... I feel I am very well prepared to- teach science.

52. The teacher should arrange talg, o that children 'Spend more time
experimenting than listening to her in science.

53. StUdent cannot learn unless they:pay attention to what the teacher
has to say. r

. I

54: I think I understand the work of science.

55. A fact ch.ddren should know is that blood carries oxygen to the
cells--at least by the sixth grade.

U

56. Students241boulddiscover for themselves that learning is their re-
sponsibility; teachers should help students learn how to learn:,

57. Teachers should help children identify.problems. K

58% Teachers should not have to be concerned with studentS(,problems.

59. It is important for children to know why iron.'rusts--at least by
the sixth grade.

60. Teachers should teach the students, not the facts of\science.
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Teacher

SCIhNC4TEACHING CHECKLIST*

The Checklist is not a te.;-and I not designed "to grades either
you oryourteacher, but to check the usefulness of thiS technic ue for
assessing what is happeningdn'sci nce classes. Ea ch statement describes-

,
some classroom or laboratory teac ing'activity,-Or some aspect
teacher - student relationships.

Please read each statement' carefully and:then give your ho est,h
immediate reaction based on whether or not you fee it-Nacaurately de-
scribeS your class and teacher. A mark4n the'"Ye " column means you
agree'that this statement, does deScribe something outybur class. A.

mark in the "No" column, indicates that you feel thi statement does not
describmething about your class: You are not be fig asked to indnae
whether you, feel this is the way, the class should be taught; only,to.de-
scribe how it actually is being taught now.

Thank you for your cooperation in this.

e' Statement:

No + $

) My teacher has assigned each of us a specific seat
in class.

( ) ( ) 1. f a student doesn't quickly answer our teacher's
questions, then he" (or she), giveS Us the anwer.

_( ( ) 2. Our teacher frequently -gives us hi (or her) opinions
abO,ut what we are studying, and eX ects us to knoW them.

( ( ) 3. Our teacher tries to help us learn howto ask critical
questions of our science readings.

( ) ( ) 4., Our tests usually require us to memorize a large number
of facts and:definitiOnsi.

a

5. Our laboratory w rk most often comes after discussing
and reading about a topic in class.

( ) 6. We frequently analyze the evidence behind the scientific
principles we are studying.'

( We occasionally design experiments to find answers to
problems.

) 8. Our teacher spends a great deal of our class time going
over what we read in a textbook.

* Colman/Lehman
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Yes -.;'No'

) ) . Our teachez tells
Scientists do.

us abou What cience is and_what.,

.( ) ) 10. We students usually feel 1-os.twhen we are doing
laboratorywork.

A

. ..( ) ( ) 11. Our laboriatory work consists of following step-by-step
the directions givenin a laboratory manual (or by our
teacher):to try and get a particular.. answer.

( ) (1. 12. We,are expected to spend most of our time in this class
taking notes on what the teacher tells us0out a
p&rti.cular topi.c.-

) ) 13. In our laboratory 'work we usually repeat ,experimeNts
previously done by. scientists to see if we can prove
that they were right.

( ) ( ) 14. When our teacherasks us a question, he (or she) 'almost
always wants us to give the particular answer her -(or
she) has in mind.

( ) ( ) 15. Frequently our teacher introduces a new topic-by start-
ing with some laboratory Observations.

( ) ) 16. We sometimes develop our own model systems to explain
some scientific concepts or principles.

( ) ( 1 17. Throughout the year, we lave had a considerable amount
of praCtice in interpreting data analyzing graphs,

tables, charts and diagrams..

( ) ( ) 18. Our teacher usually ask questions requiring specific
one or two replies, or yes-no responses.,

( ) ) 19. Our teacher constantly emphasized our learning general
concepts'of broad ideas of science.

( ) (
20) We learned the scientific method at the first of the

year and have not studieti it since.

( ) ( ) 21.

( ) ( ) 22.

( ) ( ) 23.

Our teacher usually wants one very specific answer
to his (or her) questions.

Our teacher'tells us that science can find an answer
to any prqblem:

, \..._. .

Our teacher stresses the limitations of science'and that
scientific theories are tentative explanations.
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Yes, No1

( ) ) 24. We'spend much of our class, time working on our science
vocabulary listing and defining new terAp.

( ) .(p). 25. Our laboratory investigations are closely related- to
:what we are atudIplg in class.,

26. Our teacher firequ6ntivaSkS questions which4cause,us to
pull pgether and use things we have lerned.earlier
in the year.

-

(

27. Frequently our teacher asks us for our owd oPin ons
and ides.

( ) ( ) 28. We sometimes use the laboratory to .investigate a
:problem which astudent has brought up.

( ) ( 29. We frequently practice, stating hypotheses and evalu-
ating their usefulness.

( ) ( 30. We spend most of our time in this class learning facts
from some area of science.

L.

1

1 1 G
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APPENDIX 'E-

IAST BASE

INDIRECT

1. Accept feelings.: ReCognizes and identifies with feelingsOf
students (empathetic), non- Valuative encouragemdpt or joking
positive affective reSpopse: e.g.. "I know this s difficult,
but let's try it-anyway" (occurs less than 1% of'the time).

2 . Praise: A positive y lue judgment. e.g. "That's a good job.
Good! ine!" (Too frequent use

judgment.
itinvalid). , O.-%

3. Acceptance of student's statements: it restatement of the
S'tudent's statement, either written on the board or verbal
This category would also include shOrt,'non-evaluative
Illation such ,as "okay" "all right"..

o

. Question: All qu6stions which require a student response.

DIRECT..

E, 5- Direction:. Giving directions'and precedures: telling the stu-

1

, dents how to do something. This required an immediate student
respodse or behavior.

6. Exposition. Initiate substantive information: Lecturing, giving
facts, calculating indIuding writing new information, on the board,
rAetorical'Oestions, and review information would be included in
this category.

7. Justification of,authority: Disciplinary action and ,eriticism".
of a student's behavior would be included in this category.

G. Teacher controlled silence: Periods of...silence which would in-
clude teacher demonstration,"or the teacherjecturing, or a
teacher examining her notes would be .i*luded under this category.'

Student Action

. Student Statements: This would include all student statements
that are not questions.

19., Student questions: Questions asked by'the students of. one
another or of the teacher would be plated in this category:

.1
Affective response: Student responses that reflect- udent
emotions or feelings about a certain topic. (Good or bad

11;
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12. Student activity: This would includ activity such as students
working in workbobks, reading silen y to themselves or working
with scientific apparatus, etc.

Student Interaction

13. Division of student -to- student in enaction: A mark .for the-.
separation between two students' nteractions.

14. .Nonfunctional behavior: Behavi r without direction or purpose
where no effectiVe instruction jis occurring..

N
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APPENDIX-F!'

INQUI & A's PROGRAM
BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES*

Teacher

A Closed recall question
B Open recall question
Cam. Reasoning question
D 'Evaluation question
E Affective question
F. Directions, leading
G Exposition, lecturing

INQUIRY PROGRAM

I

J

K
L

M
N

Student

Closed question-
Openquestion
Relevant answer
Unsolicited statement
Statement of Generalization
Interaction
Non-,inqUiry behavior,

I. Percentage of. time. spent in: (Tabular Form)
1: Questions and Answers
2. Leading
3.' Lecturing
4. Student Interaction
'5. Non- inquiry Behavior

II. Number of' :each type of daeher question .(Tabular Fol-111

DesqptiVe. andEvaluative Statements
.The.ratiOs of diSCrete leader7ty0 behaviors J lecture
behaviors

.

2. ^The ratio of, delayed to prompt closure sec 2nces
3. Exploting,student questions
4. Degree ofygeneralization attained by stUdents
5. Studdfttconfidence in their own ,ability
6. Ratio of convergent to divergent teacher questions
7. Creative atmosphere

* De Vito/Mazzuca
6 "
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APPENDIX .0

IN-SERVICE SUMMARY REPORT OP'INQUIRY.TEACIIING

Having'gone thrqugh.four years of undergraduate
'UPSTEP work at-Purdue University; was, the. fifth
year of thelaroject7(your teaching evaluations,
etc.) of additionai-Values.? -Yes' 1

comments.

On the first grade (ieVel it was sometimes' difficult for me.to prepare
and follow.through a strict inquI'lesson, but nevertheless 'I-feel the
personal .evaluation was very bend icial to me.

I think so. It more or less was the final test as to whether'or not
,everything we had learned, had actually influenced our teaching.

This fifth year al!'ythd:prograM proVed I could adtually, in my own class-
, room put into PractiCe the ideas of the 1 approach. tp,teaching
The'teaching evaluations from:tii;iS year showed my strengthS,And weak
nesses. ThUs, they helped me realize how I can.better myself as a teaCher.

YeS, Ifeel that this,fifth'year of the program was very valuable. It
allowed us to put into use what we picked up the first four years. The
Weekly reports were helpful in allowing us to see our prpgress through
each semester. 4

'I feel the afth.year was.theost important year With my 'own classroom
I could freely yractice my own style while incorporating.the inquiry
approach: I felt lessAYre8stre,at this time since I, wasn't beingob-

Iserved or graded. I,learned more this year about my own teaching habits
and inquiry method than the four years of undergradute work.

I believe the fifth year was of, additional value because I was able to
recapture a lesbonafter'it was over, through,, listening to the'tape.

/ This self-evaluation and also the coaching from the computer sheets and
Dr. De Vito were helpful in improving my teaching methods.

The computer printouts and your comments gave good feeback on my lessons.
.:When teaching. A lesson I'm not aware of how; spend- my .time. ,i don't
'stop to think--noW how much time did I spend 'asking questions,giving
directions,t0c. I do fee that it is helpful to know this infOrmation

. and the teaching evaluation was ableYto'point this out along With pther
useful infOrplation ).

The fifth year helped me because this was,my own class I was working
had them every day and not just for an hour. The printouts

helped me to see that the first four years of practice worked in real,
life.
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1,think the fifth year of UPSTEP' was very valualale becaUs* itgave us ,
the:OiDPortunity to%ilse what wehad learned in the most realistic setting

,of al17--_-.our -own classrooms: >

I felt the fifth year was the most valnabl.

-Changes Suggeste!fl

,Not-quite as many required tapes.

Adding a maetij,SViectiotl' 'tOithe 'prOgram'-:dnidergraduateY.',

,

More visits in' the schools. as an-Undergraduate.-And in-serVite teacher
(I realize the many problems here!)

perhaps the gra4ila7te student could evaluate his min lessons
where he/she feft the strong and weak areas-were.

expressing;

I was interested in knowing how thepther graduate students went abOUt
teaching the inquiry method.

.... little..mate personal communication for those who live in the araa:::
,

I would have'14ed to have met with someone in the project to discus's
my teaching techniques.

Perhaps it would haVe:been helpful to the project member if,heishe could
have met with the others for'a:completeexplanation of '`the computer

ntout: I knqw, I tended to avOida'reas Which were vague to me.

lude in evalUatiOn what could be done improve the lesSon

The computer Iprintouts, are great. It would have .helpedme to have them
from the very start of the program.

..,

I'would hope pr, De. Vito would have been able'to visit ,my classxoom, so,
that he might see what our individual classroom situations were:'

I would have liked some sort of explanatiOnor guideline that would have
specified exactly what each category on the computer printout:meant, per-
haps with examples of what "ideal" behavior ould,be'inaCh:category.
For example, what kind of student statement bows that the students haVe
confidence in "their ,ownability and intelle tual progress?"

.

The papers we:sent with the'tapes left no roomfOt comments' to explain
what waSqOing on during thejesson.
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The tape summary, returned to you was qo prised of three parts:
the writteniC9MOOKts, the computer printout, and my written comments.
Please rank these three components as to their value to yoU.

1) most ,'valuable

2) next: Valuable
3) least valuable

Written Summary Computer Printout

1) most valuable 4 1) 4st valuable 1

2) next valuable 4. 2) next valuable 5

3) least valuable 4 3) least valuable 6

Director's Comments

1) most valuable 7

2) next valuable 4

3) least valuable 1

The computer printout Was divided into'thr4general parts:

1) How you spent the time you alloted to the lesson.
2) The type and frequencies of qudions and
3) General statements- ti

Please rank these three components as to their value to you,

1,) most valuable
2) next valuable
3) least valuable

Time Allotment Type and Frequency of Question

1) most valuable 5 1) most'Valuable 3

2) next valuable 3 2) next valuable 6

3) least valuable 3 3) least valuable 2

General Statements

1) most valuable 3

2) next valuable 2

3) least valuable 6

One participant ranked each component as equal.

Were all three concerns helpful? Yes 11 No 1
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Was your attempts at "Inquiry," teaching, well, received by the:

Principal Yes 8 No 0 Not Applicable 4

Pupils Yes 12 No

What subject lended itself best to inquiry teaching? Science 11

Math 1

4/1 Social Studies 1

What areas of the curriculum other than science were you Able to intro-
duce and use "Inquiry" teaching?

Health 2 Social Studies 4 LanguageArts 6 Math 5

Spelling History 2 English 1 Writing 1

Please write a summary reaction of your feelings relative to the contri-
butions (if any) that UPSTEP made to your in-service teaching efforts?

By teaching with the inquiry approach, I was able to bring in a wide
variety of activities I most likely would'not have tried. Though the
children would periodically feel frustrated, they enjoyed these lessons
above many others.

Since I did not teach science, I felt it was difficult to show my ability
in inquiry teaching--I 'felt the UPSTEP project was much more valuable to
me than the fires on the printouts indicated. I do feel, though, that
through this fifth year of UPSTEP, I have developed a basic creative

. nature of teaching that will hopefully grow in years to come.

I think I was able to try the inquiry teaching because I Amk,free to try
many things in my school. Had I been in another teaching situation in
this school system, I may have only been allowed to teach traditionally.

I think that UPSTEP reinforced my faith in inquiry teaching. The first
year of teaching cah be really rough and I appreciated the positive feed-
back, the constructive criticism helped me key in and tryto improve
my problems.

This final year of the UPSTEP program was very helpful in getting up and
keeping the interest of most students. I found the "inquiry" approach
very stimulating to both myself and my students. Many times we may find
ourselves in a "slump" as far as good lessons are concerned and this ap-
proach (inquiry) along with weekly tapes kept me on my toes and contin-
ually thinking of creative lessons, instead of going page by page through
the science book.

As a whole the contributions made while we were teaching did not affect
me as much as those first four years where the whole idea of inquiry
teaching was first shown to us. It was, however, helpful., My situation
was rather limiting. Perhaps if I had had an English speaking group, it
would have been more helpful still.
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There has been personal attention and information given at all times.
This has n excellent. Also there has been available equipmept and
help on le son planning. 1 have felt very confident with my students
as far as eeping a very open classroom with creativity and inquiry
obserired at most times. I feel that my background in the program has
given me a, feeling of confidence and a better preparation for the
teaching of science in my class.

Because I knew my lessons were going to be taped and evaluated, I was. more
aware of the kinds of questions X...Jogas asking my.class. I also tried to
think of inquiry lessons. The UPSTEP piOj'ect has been veryhelpful to ;

me. .1 feel that I have a good foundation on whichto build upon in being
abetter teacher. I find that there is so much to do and not enough time.,
I need to learn how to use every 'minute to its fullest. I believe for me
the Project was successful. .1 hopPthat the project will" gontinue.\,Thank
yokl, for all the help you've given me..

The UPSTEP program Was one of the few classes that prepared me for the real
world. .Because it was a five year program, it was the most helpful.'" I
didn't haVe to listen to theories of teaching. I.got to try them out.
The program changed my .way of thinking in the fact that it doesn't teach
'facts, factsli facts. It wants to know why, describe', and try your own.
It gets the children involved. I am not as uptight if I don't *know every7.
thing there is to know about a subject. The children and I investigate
together and learn together and when we'are learning together then when I
give the facts and you tell them back to me. I consider myself very lucky
to have been in the gram and I knoW.I am a much better teacher than if
I had taken, the other way of teaching science classes at Purdue. .

I feel I owe a great deal to UPSTEP. The philosophy of kids involved with
leaning was not prescribed to by most .of the other teachers and they
looked'at my areas as utter chaos at.times, but I truly felt the children
learned' scientific principles,in a fun and rewarding way.

:r

The UPSTEP program let me enjoy science and science teaching as well'as the
other.sUbjects in a different light. It helped me be freer with creativity
and willingness to try out ideas. It helped me to understand and appreci-
ate the total development of the.dhild. It, also, helped me in how to
"think" and to teach others how to "think,".along with other skills. This

was a very worthwhile and enjoyable experience'. I wish otherkeaOhes
could have this opportunity! Thank you.

. 4
I will always be grateful for the training and experience that UPSTEP gave
me as an undergraduate. I think it initially gave me an added measure-of
confidence in the classroom - confiden which I badly needed this first

-'
year! The "fifth year of UPSTEP has pcoNfen to me that inquiry teaching can
be used in the classroom; it. is not just an impractical theory. This has

not been an easy year for me, and if I hadnot been involved in UPSTEP, I
might have been tempted to take the easy route, and teach everything in
the traditidnal way. UPSTEP forced me to use inquiry and now that I have
seen it work, I will continue to use, it.
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